U.S. Soldiers partıcıpatıng ın Exercıse Swift Response 15, conducted
at Germany, Romania, Bulgaria and Italy.
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The Allied Land Command
Strengthening NATO Member and Partner Nations’ Conceptual, Physical
and Moral ties through Defence and Related Security Capacity Building

Lieutenant General Ed Davis
Deputy Commander

T

his article will set out the
LANDCOM rationale for
ensuring that NATO Land

Forces maximise the decisive effect of
Defence and Related Capacity Building as
a central pillar of the Alliance’s Readiness
Action Plan.
Enhancing

collective

Alliance

Readiness and Responsiveness through
strengthening inter-nation conceptual,
physical and moral ties matters; arguably nothing matters more in assuring the
relevance of NATO’s Political-Military
contribution to the preservation of global
peace, freedom and prosperity.
Without strong ties we can’t build
a plan, if we haven’t got a plan we can’t
deter, and, if we can’t deter, we can’t protect and contain…without strong ties we
can’t overcome the legal and bureaucratic
4 LAND POWER

constraints that inhibit the cross-border

deal with their own local and regional

‘freedom of movement’ that is so criti-

conflicts”.

cal in building a credible unified plan…
with strong ties, however, we can develop

This is not new. On the 4th April

and sustain the capability and interop-

1949 Article 3 of the North Atlantic Trea-

erability to fight and win if required…

ty, set out the following objective:

strong ties also sit at the heart of the Con-

‘In order, more effectively, to achieve

nected Forces Initiative and provide the

the objectives of the Treaty, the Parties,

glue that holds together the Partnership

separately and jointly, by means of con-

Interoperability Initiative…simply put,

tinuous and effective self-help and mu-

and echoing the NATO Wales Summit,

tual aid, will maintain and develop their

strong ties between partners are essential

individual and collective capacity to resist

if NATO Forces are to achieve their mis-

armed attack.’

sion against 21st Century threats. A ‘One
Team’ approach to Defence and Related

Our forebears clearly understood

Security Capacity Building…is not just

the importance of Capacity Building in a

a trite sound-bite it is the underpinning

defensive Alliance. So, too, must we.

tenet of successful Collective Defence
and Crisis Management. As President

In LANDCOM we have a mul-

Obama said during a meeting with NA-

ti-directional focus for our deterrence,

TO’s Secretary General on 26th May “it is

containment and protection activity.

better for NATO to act early, or, pre-emp-

Less than one thousand kilometers to

tively build the capacities of nations to

our North East is Ukraine…less than a
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thousand kilometers to our South East is

and Related Security Capacity Building

Building synergies can be developed. In

Syria…and, less than one thousand kilo-

is the Military contribution to a much

parallel, the NATO Secretary Gener-

meters to the West is the epicentre of the

wider set of levers used by governments

al and the EU’s High Representative for

migrant tidal-wave attempting to cross

and non-governmental organisations to

Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Fred-

the Mediterranean from the Middle East

improve National and Regional threat

erica Mogherini, meet regularly to drive

and North Africa en route to mainland

resilience. The Military contribution will

forward greater Capacity Building coop-

Europe.

be neither effective nor efficient if used

eration between the two organisations.

alone.

This is why coordination with

Finally, we are starting to ‘walk-the-walk’

Manifestly, LANDCOM is well lo-

the UN, the EU, the OSCE, the AU and

not just ‘talk-the-talk’ of the Comprehen-

cated to understand the ever-evolving

the GCC is crucial. Military Capacity

sive Approach. A hugely significant step

dynamics of the contemporary Defence

Building must be planned, executed and

in the right direction.

and Security environment; sitting, as it

sustained in concert with the governance

does, at the nexus of SACEUR’s two Stra-

and socio-economic Capacity Building

Turning to the central theme of this

tegic Directions: South and East. More-

effort in areas such as rule of law, educa-

article: strengthening NATO Member

over, LANDCOM is the Alliance Com-

tion, welfare, policing, border control and

and Partner nations’ conceptual, physi-

mand Structures’ Headquarters that is

public financial management. The intent

cal and moral ties through Defence and

geographically closest to the majority of

being to avoid duplication, harness each

Related Security Capacity Building. Each

the most pressing threats that the Alli-

other’s strengths and, ultimately, offer

Member nation – many of whom start-

ance currently faces: Russian aggression,

nations comprehensive solutions to com-

ed their NATO journey as Partners-for-

religious extremism and mass migration.

plex problems. In short, Capacity Build-

Peace – and each Partner nation is unique

This latter threat is not only a growing

ing is, indeed, a ‘One Team’ endeavour.

in character and, although there are many

humanitarian crisis, but also, the poten-

similar Defence and Security challenges

tial genesis for terrorism and socio-eco-

To this end, the UN, in conjunc-

across the globe, each challenge has its

nomic upheaval within the borders of

tion with NATO and the EU has recently

own unique ‘cause and effect’ dynam-

NATO’s Member and Partner nations.

completed, in January of this year, a De-

ics. That said, we can, and have, worked

So, LANDCOM is indeed well placed to

fence Sector mapping initiative to iden-

successfully together to produce compre-

act as both SACT and SACEUR’s Sin-

tify where cross-organisation Capacity

hensive solutions to complex challenges.

gle-Service Command (SSC) ‘Coordinating Agent’, if you will, for Land Force’s
Capacity Building. A task that we believe
should be conducted equally and simultaneously across the Eastern and Southern Flanks of the Alliance.
Before setting out the Alliance Capacity Building Framework and where
the key stakeholders fit in – including
our Headquarters with its Coordinating
Agent role – I must first underscore the
importance of adopting a Comprehensive
Approach to Capacity Building. Defence
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A significant number of NATO nations,

than we have seen for a long time. Work-

at some time over the last 20 years, have

ing in a collective and coordinated man-

worked shoulder-to-shoulder in harm’s

ner has never been more important.

way: in places such as Kosovo, Iraq, Af-

work.
Sitting at top of this Framework is
Deputy Secretary General Vershbow who

ghanistan, Gulf of Aden, Libya…to men-

Recognising this fact, over the last

has been appointed as the Special Co-

tion but a few. In doing so, they have

12 months, NATO has set about enhanc-

ordinator for NATO Capacity Building.

achieved: a shared visualisation of both

ing its Capacity Building effort in three

Marching to the beat of NATO Alliance

the problem and the solution; stand-

ways: more routine political engagement

Council guidance, he uses NATO Head-

ardised equipment, techniques, tactics

in day-to-day oversight; the development

quarters’ International Staff and Interna-

and procedures; and, most importantly,

of a better mechanism for top-to-bottom

tional Military Staff to as act a conduit

shared risk and resource. But we have

task coordination; and the development

for a two-way dialogue with both Mem-

entered a new era. Today’s threats are

of an interconnected pool of subject mat-

ber and Partner nations in order to: first,

more ambiguous, more ubiquitous and,

ter experts across the NATO Command

define, assess and prioritise ‘headmark’

potentially, more existential than we have

and Force structures. This has led to the

Capacity Building requirements; sec-

seen in a generation. Certainly budgets

establishment of a new Defence and Re-

ond, to broker ‘statements of intent’ with

are less and our Armed Forces are smaller

lated Security Capacity Building Frame-

those Member and Partner nations able
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and willing to meet these requirements:

phase of any Capacity Building activity

tional and tactical necessity to strengthen

third, to assure the unity of purpose and

is the MPD-led Evaluation and Feedback

the inter-nation conceptual, physical and

delivery with wider, non-Military Ca-

Phase – conducted under the auspices of

moral ties amongst NATO Member and

pacity Building initiatives; and, finally, to

the Operational Capabilities Concept –

Partner community has never been great-

task the Bi-Strategic Commands Military

which both assures Military Capability

er. It enhances collective Alliance Read-

Partnership Directorate (MPD) to draw

development, against ACO Forces Stand-

iness and Responsiveness; and, in doing

up country-specific plans and reach out

ards, and recommends an appropriate

so, assures the relevance of NATO’s Po-

to identify the most appropriate ‘provid-

programme of follow-on sustainment

litical-Military contribution to the pres-

er’ organisation, not just from within the

activity.

ervation of global peace, freedom and

NATO Command and Force structures

prosperity. A contribution that must be

but also from across a broad swathe of en-

To complete the Framework, we, in

carefully nested within a wider Compre-

abling NATO organisations such as: the

LANDCOM, in a similar fashion to our

hensive Approach if it is to be truly effec-

NATO Standardisation Organisation in

sister SSCs, and hand-in-glove with our

tive and efficient. And, finally, Capacity

Brussels; the Joint Analysis and Lessons

USAREUR partners as our Co-Chair, use

Building is a ‘One Team’ endeavour – in

Learned Centre in Lisbon, the many Part-

our biannual Combined Training Con-

which success depends on a willingness

ner-for-Peace Training and Education

ference (CTC) to coordinate the Land

to share resource and risk for the com-

Centres, and the Centres of Excellence –

Force involvement in the execution and

mon good.

all of which are available to Member and

assurance of these Capacity Building ac-

Partner nations as a source of support.

tivities. At May’s CTC the Land Forces
of 25 Member Nations, nine Partner Na-

Once tasked, the Joint Force Com-

tions and one non-NATO Nation were

mands, working in conjunction with the

represented. An unrivalled opportunity

four SSCs, will propose the recommend-

to strengthen ties across the global Land

ed list of Capacity Building activities to

Force Community.

take place in support of Military objectives and partnership goals. The final

In conclusion, the strategic, operaLAND POWER 7

The Allied Land Command
The Role of the CSM withinThe Command Team Concept

Chief Warrant Officer Daniel T. Moyer
Command Senior Enlisted

ver the years there has been
much discussion as to what
a Command Team really is,
who the members of that team are, and in
reality, whether the term Command Team
is an appropriate title. This concept and
these views vary widely across nations,
environments, and most evidently within
NATO spheres.

leadership. The command function is carried out by the commissioned members of
the team and is supported by legal authority through which Commanders carry out
their duties. All members are involved in
the leadership function. The team is both
symbiotic and synergistic, meaning that
the capabilities of the team are far greater
than those of any one individual, and secondly, that the success of any one individual is reciprocal and based on the success of
the other members.

Although in practice the Command
Team concept has been around for many
years, the actual formalization is relatively
new. It has gradually morphed from what
we once knew as the Officer/NCO Relationship. In many nations it has progressed
into a recognized body that is one of the
most powerful leadership tools, guiding
and leading units, formations, and commands in the conduct of their missions.
The Command Team has several functions,
including most importantly command and

There has always been much discussion as to who are the members of this
team. As a minimum it is certainly the
Commander and his Command Sergeant
Major (CSM), as well as the Deputy Commander. It is always the Commander’s prerogative as to whom else may be part of the
team. Additionally, there is also debate as
to whether the term Command Team is
an appropriate name. The fact that some
members of the team have no command
authority has led Canada to adopt the term

O
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Leadership Team, at both the operational
and strategic levels. This will be formalized
doctrinally in the next generation of their
capstone leadership documents. While
some may view this as a subtle change, it
certainly clarifies the roles within the team,
leaving the command aspect to those with
the appropriate authority.
Over the years, as NCO Corps have
developed from being a pool of front-line
Soldiers to a point where they are now recognized as a group of highly trained, educated professionals. During this development, Commanders recognized that they
needed NCOs to do more than dress, drill,
and deportment (although still mainstays).
They needed select NCOs available to advise them on how to best train, educate and
employ the Soldiers. Initially these NCOs
provided advice to tactical level Commanders but over the years we now find
CSMs at the most strategic levels of many
militaries and alliances. They are invaluable
assets to the Command Team and are lead-

The Role of the CSM withinThe Command Team Concept

ers of the institution, and although they
have no command authority, they certainly have influence at the highest levels. Albeit they do not have the responsibility of
making final decisions, they certainly must
be permitted to exert that influence in the
decision making process, bearing in mind
that once the decision is made and the door
opens, the Command Team must speak as
a unified voice.
As NCOs, many of our roles remain
the same through all levels of leadership;
however the actual type of leadership
changes significantly as we progress in our
careers. At the tactical level we lead Soldiers, Sailors, and Airmen and Airwomen
to the completion of the mission and provide leadership and mentorship to junior NCOs and officers (direct leadership).
This is the foundation of all that we do. At
the operational and strategic levels CSMs
spend more time advising our commanders, from the perspective of an NCO, on decisions that affect NCOs. At these levels we
progressively spend more time leading the
institution by providing this advice, directly impacting policy and doctrinal changes
(indirect leadership). It is as an advisor that
the CSM is called upon to assist our commanders in their decision making processes, and it is here that we can exert the most
influence on the institution.

information and policy changes back down
to subordinates.
As part of a senior Command Team,
the CSM will always face challenges with
respect to dealing with change and supporting the commander, the NCO Corps,
and the institution in socializing these
changes to the Soldiers of NATO. Achieving efficiency in any organization is never easy from the human perspective, as it
inherently means difficult decisions and
sometimes significant changes for some or
all of its members. We have already seen
this in some of the decisions that affect the
roles and functions of our people, as NATO
continues to adjust from deployed to readiness and faces new threats to our east and
south. CSMs must remain highly involved,
contributing to full spectrum excellence,
and most significantly contributing to the
development of the next generation of leaders. The CSM is the custodian of the NCO
Corps and is responsible for its professional
development and military education. This
is where he focusses his effort both at the
unit level (individual training) and institutionally (the education system).

In order to carry out these functions,
the CSM must be empowered in the eyes
of the organization. And let’s be clear, empower does not mean power. In this context, it simply means that all members of
the organization understand that the CSM
is working on behalf of the Commander
and the organization and that he deserves
full cooperation and support. This provides
the CSM with the freedom of movement
he requires to influence change, provide
guidance, and gather the requisite sense of
the command climate in order to provide
important feedback to the Commander. In
this sense, I view the CSMs role as the eyes
and ears of the Commander and the voice
of the Soldiers.
Conclusion
Whatever a nation chooses to call this
relationship, this team is a powerful leadership tool that delivers effective leadership
at all levels of the institution. The role of
the CSM within a Command Team and as
a senior leader within NATO is one of great
importance and influence, and has a significant effect on the institution as a whole.
For the Soldier!

CSM Daniel T. Moyer during an office call with LANDCOM Commander, LTG John W. NIcholson

In order to do this the CSM must develop an extensive network of fellow CSMs
and NCOs. The strength of this network is
experience and expertise and he uses this to
help him formulate his own advice that he
will inject into the decision making process.
It is important that he does not provide advice based solely on personal opinion, but
on research, knowledge and experience. It
is through this two-way NCO communications network that the CSM represents the
NCO Corps and provides its feedback directly to the Commander. Conversely, the
CSM can also use this network to socialize
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HEADQUARTERS MULTINATIONAL
CORPS NORTHEAST- POLAND:

New Commander,
New Chapter

www.mncne.pl

By ANNA GAÓYGA, POL CIV
PHOTOS BY
KAROL SITO, CIV POL
CPL BENJAMIN SENKEL, DEU
JAROSLAW GOLA, POL CIV

O

n 13 August 2015, a military
change
of
command
ceremony was held at
the Headquarters Multinational Corps
Northeast (HQ MNC NE). Polish Lieutenant
General Bogusław Samol handed over the
responsibility for the Corps to German
Lieutenant General Manfred Hofmann.
The Framework Nations of MNC
NE, i.e. Denmark, Germany and Poland,
traditionally hold the three commanding
positions of the Corps. This allows them to
share an overall responsibility for the Corps
they founded back in 1999. It also proves the
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continuity and emphasis on maintaining
high capabilities of the Corps’ staff. Today,
the three-year cycle was completed for
LtGen Bogusław Samol who had been the
MNC NE Commander since 19 December
2012.

Commander of the Land Command as well
as representatives other NATO commands,
sister corps, unformed services, partnering
units and organizations, national, regional
and local authorities, diplomats, clergy as
well as friends of the Corps.

The President of Poland HE Andrzej
Duda honoured the event with his
presence. The ceremony attracted in fact
a great interest of highest representatives
of the Corps’ Framework Nations and
Participating States, to include Danish
Deputy Chief of Defence Lieutenant General
Per Ludvigsen, Polish Minister of Defence
Mr Tomasz Siemoniak, Commander
of the Allied Joint Force Command
Brunssum General Hans-Lothar Domröse,

“This assignment as a NATO Corps
Commander was a challenging time, a
great time, and the highlight in my career.
All that is left for me now is to say thank
you,” said LtGen Samol addressing the
decision makers of the Framework Nations,
the Corps Committee and the city of
Szczecin. “My particular gratitude goes to
the members of HQ MNC NE and – this
I would like to underline – their families.
You can all be proud of your work, just as I
am proud to have been your Commander.”
Polish Minister of Defence thanked General
Samol for his accomplishment of the tasks
with flying colours. He as well as all the
other representatives of the Framework
Nations, i.e. Denmark and Germany,
underlined the hope pinned upon the
new Commander, LtGen Hofmann to
accomplish the transformation. The
President of Poland HE Excellency Andrzej
Duda expressed his satisfaction of being at
the NATO unit stationed on the Polish soil.
He also congratulated General Samol for
his duty and wished the new Commander
good luck in his service. “The geopolitical
situation has changed and we believe that
NATO remains the biggest military power
in the world, which is very important to
Poland and all countries in the centraleastern Europe. As before it was a great
symbol, today Poland feels that the presence

New Commander, New Chapter

Polish Lieutenant General Bogusław Samol handed over the responsibility for the Corps to
German Lieutenant General Manfred Hofmann.

of NATO forces on our soil is assuming a
realistic not only symbolic dimensions,”
said the President.
LtGen Manfred Hofmann is an
experienced officer of Bundeswehr. In his
military career, he assumed several posts
within the Bundeswehr Personnel Office
and Ministry of Defence being responsible
for personnel matters. He commanded the
21st Armoured Brigade, and was also Chief
of Staff of the Army Forces Command.
Prior assuming the post at MNC NE, he
was Deputy Director of the Federal Office
of Bundeswehr Personnel Management in
Cologne.
Multinational
Corps
Northeast
(MNC NE) is one of the nine Graduated
Readiness Forces Headquarters within the
NATO family. As a Deployable Corps of
Lower Readiness and part of the NATO
Force Structure, MNC NE is obliged to
prepare for a deployment within 180 days.
However, following the decisions taken at
the NATO Summit in 2014 in Wales, MNC

NE is going to upgrade its readiness status
to high. This indicates that the required
preparation time for a deployment will
shorten to maximum 90 days, and for
selected command elements – even to a few
days.
The NATO Summit in Wales resulted
in specific tasks MNC NE was entrusted
with, such as commanding the Very High
Readiness Joint Force Task Force (VJTF)
and NATO Response Forces or elements
of them, if deployed in the north-eastern
region of NATO. MNC NE is also to
command NATO Forces Integration Units
(NFIU) as well as to monitor the situation
in the region and act as a hub for regional
cooperation. This makes MNC NE the only
NATO Corps with identified relevance
to the region, particularly the northeastern flank of NATO, and clearly defined
responsibility and operational tasks with
regard to that region.

As a consequence of the upcoming
operational readiness upgrade and new
tasks, Multinational Corps Northeast begins
to play a more visible role in the northeastern region of NATO and contributes
even more to the prevention of insecurity,
deterrence of aggression and demonstration
of preparedness to defend NATO territory.
To comply with the new role, MNC NE
is undergoing a major transformation in
terms of the structure, procedures and
infrastructure. On 1 June 2015, MNC NE
introduced a new organisational structure,
which doubles the number of personnel to
400 military staff including limited joint
capabilities of land, air force, navy and
special operations specialists. MNC NE
will achieve Full Operational Capability as
a High Readiness Force Headquarters until
the end of 2017 but already prior to the
next NATO Summit in mid 2016, it shall be
able to fully command and control VJTF or
elements of it and NFIUs in the region, as
the most urgent tasks to fulfil.
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Comprehensive cooperation Practitioner
Seminar
By Mehmet AykutT (TUR)
A-2 Senior Administrator

The aim of the seminar was to build a shared understanding of the complex strategic considerations in contemporary crisis management design

A

COMPREHENSIVE
C O O P E R A T I O N
PRACTITIONER SEMINAR
(CCPS) was held between 22 and 26 June
2015 at Allied Land Command, Izmir.
The seminar is a training activity that
LANDCOM conducts in close cooperation
with the US European Command
(USEUCOM) annually to train military
and civilian participants with different
backgrounds and to contribute to the
implementation of the Comprehensive
Approach Action Plan (CAAP).
CAAP
requires
enhancing
cooperation with external actors. CAAP also
aims to ensure training of staff to contribute
12 LAND POWER

to a Comprehensive Approach (CA) by
joint training, education, exercises and via
lessons learned processes. Adequately and
effectively trained staff is crucial to fostering
civil-military cooperation internally within
the Alliance and for building effective
interfaces with non-NATO actors. To this
end, in July 2011, NATO HQ and the NATO
Defense College organized a first, fiveday Comprehensive Approach Awareness
Course (CAAC) in Brussels for NATO
civilian and military staff. The course was
designed at political and strategic level to
train NATO and non-NATO staff in crisis
management. Four years after the pilot
course, CAAC has been repeated many
times in different locations and is still
being offered at NATO HQs once a year.
The CAAC contents are the results of close
cooperation between the International Staff

at NATO Headquarters, the NATO Defense
College and USEUCOM. The aim of the
course is to build a shared understanding
of the complex strategic considerations in
contemporary crisis management design
including the necessity of inter-institutional
and civilian-military collaboration to foster
security and stability.
After the establishment of Allied
Land Command in Izmir, in search of ways
to contribute to the implementation of
CAAP, LANDCOM G9 attempted to offer
this training at LANDCOM premises. The
purpose was not to replace the CAAC, but
to offer the training at the operational level
and to train LANDCOM personnel. In
order not to compete with the CAAC and
being in line with the LANDCOM level
of engagement, the name “Comprehensive
Cooperation
Practitioner
Seminar”

Comprehensive cooperation Practitioner Seminar

The seminar consisted of a day of lectures and academic discussions
followed by a three-day table top crisis management exercise

was adopted. The target audience was
determined as a blend of staff officers from
NATO Command and Force Structures,
practitioners from local and international
governmental and non-governmental
organizations,
representatives
from
international organizations and members
of local academia. The CAAC scenario
(Raleigh) remained the same with minor
adjustments of some vignettes. Owing to
the great support from USEUCOM, which
provided most of the instructor team
members and senior mentors, the 1st CCPS
was held in Izmir in May 2014 and hosted
39 participants from 22 organizations.
The 2nd CCPS incorporated
lessons learned from the 1st seminar, and
consisted of a day of lectures and academic
discussions on Comprehensive Approach
and its applications. This was followed by
a three-day tabletop crisis management
exercise where participants were split into
syndicates to discuss the root causes and
key challenges of the problem, identify
relevant stakeholders and propose possible
solutions.
The seminar started with the opening
remarks of LANDCOM’s Chief of Staff, MG
Ugur Tarcın. General Tarcın underlined the
importance of a comprehensive approach
and stated that complex conflicts and
crises of our century require a wide range

of internal and external actors to work
together in a coherent and coordinated
effort in order to address interrelated
challenges in a fragile or post conflict state
which has insufficient capacities to address
these issues by itself.
The diversity of the audience required
a series of foundation briefings which
provided participants with the policy
and theoretical background related to
the imperative and implementation of a
comprehensive approach to contemporary
crisis management. Accordingly, briefers
from SHAPE, LANDCOM, EUCOM,
UNWOMEN and ICRC reflected their point
of view on implementing a comprehensive
approach on the 1st day.
LANDCOM’s Commander, LTG
John Nicholson joined the seminar on the
second day and expressed his gratitude for
seeing subject matter experts from different
organization working together. General
Nicholson gave examples from his previous
missions and shared his experiences
of operationalizing the comprehensive
approach with the audience and answered
the participants’ questions.
Participants had been sent readahead packages containing details of the
scenario and the exercise two weeks before
the seminar. In the 2nd part of the seminar,
participants split into 4 syndicates and

engaged in a three day tabletop exercise
focused on the collaborative understanding
required for a shared comprehensive
approach to a crisis in a notional failing
state. Two facilitators were assigned to
each syndicate to help guide the discussion.
For three days, participants discussed the
key issues, symptoms and root causes of
the crisis in Raleigh. They identified the
stakeholders, described their interests and
developed a holistic statement to define the
problem. Finally, they were asked to develop
a shared solution and an end state to the
Raleigh Crisis. The exercise culminated in
the briefing of each syndicate’s findings to
senior mentors.
The senior mentors and the syndicate
leaders were experienced civilian and
military personnel from USEUCOM, US
Army Europe 361st CA Bde, US Mission
to NATO, ICRC, LANDCOM, US Naval
Forces in Europe and Gediz University.
The audience was composed of an equal
number of civilian and military personnel
to achieve the most effective outcome.
There were 41 external participants from
Eurocorps, NRDC-Italy, NRDC-Turkey,
USEUCOM, ICRC, UNWOMEN, Red
Crescent, Turkish National Police, Turkish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Turkish War
College, local universities and AFAD (Crisis
and Disaster Management Presidency of
Turkey). About 20 LANDCOM personnel
from different divisions were also among
the training audience.
Observation of the syndicate work
and analysis of the participants’ evaluations
at the end of the seminar revealed that
majority of the participants found the
seminar extremely useful and that they were
happy to be a part of it. Most participants
either stated or implied the difficulty of
developing a shared definition of a crisis,
a shared solution and an end state in a
group composed by military personnel and
civilians with different backgrounds, which
was the main purpose of the training.
Some participants complained that too
much time was spent on details, whereas
some others complained that they were not
given enough time to talk. It appears that
military personnel were mission oriented
see page 48
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Pushing the Boundaries
- Geospatial Support to
HQ ARRC
By Lt Col Hamish MacMillan, GBR Army

I

NTRODUCTION

Geospatial support has been part of a
Commanders’ decision support tool-box
for millennia. In approx 500 BC, Cleomenes
King of Sparta was in a planning conference
on whether to join the Ionian revolt against
Persia when Aristagoras showed him a
map of the preferred mobility corridor
and the riches he could capture on the way
to victory. This seemed a very appealing
course of action until the scale of the map
was explained and the fact it would require
a three month march to reach his end state
became apparent. He thus prudently chose
to sit this particular war out – which the

Figure 1 – FUSION 13 Basic CCM
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Persians won. In many ways Geo’s role
has changed little since; we present the
Commander with analysis of the geography
and its effect on the operation to assist
in decision making. So how are ARRC
ensuring the Commander continues to
get the right geographic information in
an increasingly complex world? And how
are ARRC using experimentation to push
the boundaries and make maximum use
of technology’s progress since the bronze
tablet presented to the Spartan?
ALL ABOUT THE DATA
“The first thing the [military leader] must
do is to have the whole territory described
and pictured so that he knows the places,
the numbers, the distances, the roads, the
mountains, the rivers and marshes, and the
nature of them” Machiavelli

Many things in the military are
enduring and as Machiavelli pointed out in
the 16th Century there is a well understood
requirement for the commander to
understand his environment as the first step
before developing a plan; as we do in the
estimate now. Geo is completely dependent
on previously collected data before we
can start analysis and in the multifaceted
operating environment we face this
requires collection of more than just terrain
information, it involves human geography
and detailed infrastructure information.
Data comes from national mapping
agencies, however a world map at the
resolution the military wants, especially if
planning tactical effect, is a long way off.
The difference that decent data collection
can make to the production of planning
aids is well demonstrated by cross country

Figure 2 – FUSION 14 Enhanced CCM
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Figure 3 – Tytan Theatre Route Map

movement (CCM) overlays that are
routinely used during the planning process.
For ARRCADE FUSION 13 only standard
data sets were available and as shown in
Figure 1 this delivered a very generalised
product with limited fidelity.
For
ARRCADE FUSION 14 an enhanced data
set was sourced with augmented detail on
factors such as soil type, vegetation cover,
effect of the weather and vehicle mobility
characteristics. This gave a considerably
more nuanced product, shown in Figure 2,
which not only gave a wet and dry weather
option (dry shown here) but explained how
the choice of vehicle would affect cross
country mobility.
With many conflicts no longer
focussed on the enemy and terrain the
traditional base mapping and imagery
provided from national mapping agencies
is not always enough and other data sources
are constantly been experimented with.
This includes:
t $SPXETPVSDFEHFPEBUBXIJDIJT
available at a high level of fidelity, especially
over urban areas, and in tests has been as
accurate as that obtained from traditional
sources. It does of course need to be used
with a degree of professional judgement.
t 0QFO 4PVSDF EBUB XIJDI PęFO
provides good coverage for themes such as
soil type or vegetation cover.
t $PNNFSDJBMEBUBGSPNUIFMJLFTPG

Figure 4 – Tytan Theatre Route Map (Tube Map Style)

Bartholomew’s, Tom Tom or Jane’s that is
often particularly useful for infrastructure.
Commercial providers are also a wellpractised method of acquisition for
imagery.
t 4PDJBM .FEJB XIJDI XBT
experimented with during ARRCADE
FUSION 14 and offers potential to
understand changes in a dynamic situation,
such as a flood or public disorder.
t *OUFSOBUJPOBM 0SHBOJTBUJPOT XIP
often publish Geo data and are an excellent
source for human geography factors such
as chronic water shortage or nutritional
deficiently.
GET THE BASICS RIGHT
“Once we understood the terrain, the
plan fell into place” Gen Schwarzkopf on
DESERT STROM.
Geo support often starts with the
basic briefing map products. However
map production is more than just
producing atlas type products, maps can
be described as “graphic representations
that facilitate a spatial understanding of
things, concepts, conditions, processes, or
events in the human world ” The planning
map produced by the Greek geographer
Hecataeus discussed in the introduction is
in many ways little different from the initial
planning maps produced now.

Figure 3 shows a basic representation
of the Theatre Route Network; this is
certainly not pushing any boundaries but
is the basics of what we do. However the
definition of a map used above does not
claim that scale or accurate geographic
depiction is important, merely that it must
facilitate a “spatial understanding”. As such
the depiction of the Theatre Route Network
in Figure 4, using a tube map style, is an
equally valid representation of the network
and for some users a far simpler way to
explain the information.
ANALYSIS
“Information is not knowledge” Einstein
Basic map production is about
displaying information rather than being
in itself a form of knowledge development.
In order to aid the decision making
process where possible we will analysis the
information available. This can be relativity
simple, for example Geo were asked to show
information on medical team locations
and flight times from these locations; this
in turn allowed an assessment of areas
within the critical medical timelines for
aviation cover and equally where there are
gaps in this coverage allowing risks to be
better understood. Two ways of depicting
our analysis on this problem set are below,
Figure 5 being a fairly traditional military
LAND POWER15
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by Operational Analysis Branch
into lethality for this fictional
chemical agent. Many complex
factors would come into play
but as a useful planning tool the
product shown in Figure 8 was
produced - this used population
density, options for wind distance
and lethality. It is the table rather
than the map that provides the
main analytical output from the
geospatial analysis.
A perennial favourite for
Geo analysis is IED incidents.
At the basic level just marking
where the incidents are happening
can provide useful information.
However further analysis is
possible. Figure 9 gives a glimpse
of the geospatial factors that can
Figure 5 – Tytan Medical Cover Map
be considered to see if they are
a useful predictor of high risk
style map while figure 6 is a rather less
areas
and
as the level of sophistication is
traditional map – in fact to avoid upsetting
increased
different
factors can be combined
the purists we would call this a graphic
but this is an effective method for putting to try and identify TTPs (e.g. are incidents
more likely close to MSRs, built-up areas,
across critical information
But is this really analysis? Much of this could within mobile phone coverage, etc). Figure
be done with a map and set of compasses, 10 is not specifically geospatial analysis,
relating to the time events take place, but
there is clearly more Geo can do.
One of the problems presented to is very easily generated by the Geo Systems.
us during ARRCADE FUSION 14 was This analysis is then all fed into the G3 led
a concern over landslides and a need to counter IED fight.
both allocate scare engineer resources to
deal with high risk areas and inform the
civil population and NGOs of the risk.
Following consultation with the Chartered
Engineering Officer, contained within
the Engineer Cell at ARRC, this led to
an investigation of a number of factors
including: soil type, slope, vegetation cover,
hydrological features and rainfall. Results
were seasonally dependent and an example
is shown in Figure 7, with red showing
higher risk areas.
A further problem was to provide
a rapid assessment of the possible civilian
casualties in the event of a chemical agent
release. There are some specialist tools that
can be used for this but Geo can play a part.
Consultation with experts is essential; in
this case reachback support was obtained
16 LAND POWER

DISSEMINATION
“The want of accurate maps …
has been a great disadvantage
to me” George Washington

replicated and issued to his commanders,
thus ensuing they were all fighting off
the same map and minimising the risk of
confusion when he issued orders.
While printed products are still
essential at the tactical level (a paper map
does not run out of batteries and still works
with a hole in it) at the Operational level
the focus for ensuring a common map
to operate from focuses on web services.
ARRC uses a number of Functional
Areas Systems (FASs) that are provided
to support Command and Control,
operational planning, logistic planning,
intelligence support, etc. These all use
mapping as a background and to ensure
that all staff are using the same data the
Geo cell is responsible for delivering Web
Map Services to the FASs. This support
is required wherever the HQ has a major
presence and Geo provide Geo Servers
at PHQ, JLSG and Deployed HQ (from
deployment of the Forward Coordination
Element). While the Geo Net is separated
from the wider comms network by a oneway proxy server (Geo send info out but
nothing comes in) this all has to fit in with
the overall comms laydown and is thus
enabled by G6 and 1 Sigs Bde staff.
The Geo Servers are in many ways the
modern equivalent of Napoleon’s print train
– it is always prudent to have one with you
at any command node. However ours may
be spread across three countries, as will be

There is no point in
having great information or
knowledge that is not available
to all who have an interest,
with obvious restrictions
due to classification and/
or
Operational
Security.
Napoleon was so keen to
ensure rapid dissemination of
mapping that even in the 19th
Century he marched with a
printing press to ensure that
mapping could be rapidly
Figure 6 – Tytan Medical Cover Graphic
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the case for ARRCADE FUSION
15. To ensure they are all still
delivering the same map the Geo
Servers communicate and are
set-up to automatically replicate
changes in the master data set
across the Sig Bde delivered
MISSION SECRET network.
On ARRCADE FUSION 14 the
PHQ, JLSG, Main and Main
back-up Servers all carried out
this task with no impact on
the wider network or the end
user. This system also ensures
each HQ location has all the
information it requires in-situ
and can thus work disconnected
if comms are unavailable.
Figure 7 – Landslide Risk Assessment
In addition to serving the
specific FASs Geo provide a very
officer. Some data may be releasable to the
simple viewer to enable the whole HQ, or NATO Command Structure but not to the
anyone else connected into the MISSION NATO Force Structure. Work is on-going
SECRET network, to view a wide range of with LANDCOM and SHAPE to try and
geospatial information. GeoViewer was un-pick some of these problems but it is not
created using commercial software tools straight forward. The NATO system does
by the UK Military Geo community and work incredibly well and when an operais roughly comparable to a 2D version of tion is called data will flow, however while
Google Earth . It allows users to create their at high readiness this is an uncomfortable
own map view by choosing an imagery or position to be in. Additionally commermapping base and then adding the layers cially available data is often incredibly rich;
that are relevant to them – say roads, just compare Google Earth imagery with
hospitals, schools and churches. GeoViewer what the Geo cell routinely holds, or Tom
compliments other FASs without replicating Tom/Garmin road information with what
the more sophisticated tools available on we can deliver via LOGFAS. However it
them; it is simply a quick and effective tool is expensive and thus understandably not
for sharing information. A screenshot of widely available for exercise or to sit at
the viewer is shown in Figure 12
readiness.
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY. The point
.ON-GOING CHALLENGES
“Even if you are on the right track you get
run over if you just sit there” Will Rogers

was made earlier that many future operations may not have
the enemy or terrain as the focus
and the people may be the vital
‘ground’ over which we fight. To
understand this environment,
knowledge and analysis of Human Geography is essential. We
need to appreciate, ideally before
we enter a country, the religious,
ethnic, tribal and linguistic laydown of the population. We may
need knowledge of where food
and water is short or where there
is a lack of medical facilities or
particular diseases are prevalent.
We will be deploying as part of
the international community
and the military needs to identify
what other organisations are in
country already and where they are located
– an example of this from ARRCADE FUSION 14 is shown in Figure 13. This should
not suggest that Human Geography is only
important in the developing world; it is
equally applicable to understanding the nature of ambiguous warfare of the type being
undertaken in Ukraine. To really embrace
the Comprehensive Approach, whether for
stabilisation or intervention operations, a
better understanding and utilisation of this
information is required, currently there is
limited sophistication in its use and it is a
definite area for improvement.
IMPROVED DATA DISSEMINATION. The ability of ARRC’s Geo Servers to effectively communicate with each
other over the network has already been
discussed but this relatively seamless in-

There is still much to do and many
areas that require improvement, not all are
internally solvable and many are enduring
but that does not mean we should sit still.
DATA READINESS. Geospatial data
belongs to nation states and is not always
immediately releasable to NATO forces. As
a UK officer I could access data sources (not
just classified data) that I cannot as a NATO
Figure 8 – Chemical Release Effects
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Figure 9 – Geospatial Factors Relationship to IED Incidents

tegration is not the case across the wider
NATO systems architecture. The NATO
Command Structure uses a different Geo
System (Core GIS) that does not communicate directly with ARRC’s. Across the Force
Structure it is a national responsibility to
deliver Geo capability to HQs, so our sister
high readiness Corps and affiliated Divisions (if not UK) will also operate on different Geo System. The ability to ensure that
all allocated formations are operating from
the same data in a rapidly changing operation is therefore difficult to ensure. The
nirvana of a single system allowing a single
authoritative Geo data set to be used by all
formations and automatically updated is

unlikely to be available any time soon. Interoperability is not necessarily analogous
with connectivity and much is being done
to understand how to reduce friction in
the system. One way this is looked at is via
the ARRCADE GLOBE series of exercises;
which are a yearly event, run by ARRC, to
bring together NATO Geo elements at the
technical level from across the Force Structure and focusses on interoperability.
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Figure 10 – Time Factors Relationship to IED Incidents

SUMMARY
Delivery of Geo advice to Commanders and staff is nothing new and in fact the
basic analysis of the terrain provided now
would be easily recognisable to Cleomenes.

But while helping identify the best route
for an army and the time taken to cover
the distance is still a fundamental part of
the job, technology allows us to do much
more. From looking at gaps in med coverage, trends in IEDs or the impact of a chemical release, the limit of what is possible is
only really constrained by data availability
and the ability to recognise problems with a
geospatial element. As Napoleon identified
having a great map is only really useful if
it can be rapidly shared with the staff and
subordinates; the Geo Server concept ensures that ARRC’s Command nodes and all
staff have access to the same geospatial data.
Of course nothing stands still and we continue to experiment with analytical techniques and new data sources while working with agencies and HQs across the UK
and NATO to deal with interoperability. I
would certainly like to think that George
Washington would never complain about
“...a want of accurate maps...” if he was on
operations with the ARRC.
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Figure 12 – GeoViewer Screenshot

Figure 13 – ARRCADE FUSION 14 International Community Laydown
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Windows To Another World
By Mavisu Kahya (TUR)

W

ith its “recent” high visibility, gender discussion
seems to occupy our daily, academic and/or professional life. Is it
gaining importance or has it been there all
the time? What would someone’s position
towards gender define? Where is it laying
beyond our recognition? Endless sea of all,
those kind of questions and more, gathering in every each of us, in our minds, letting
us discover the concepts step by step. Almost without differentiation, an organization’s, an institution’s or a person’s position
towards gender equality defines many other aspects relatively such as its world view.
Judging from the thoughts upon gender issues, position towards conventionalism or
conservatism, openness to improvements
or developments, behaviors towards sig-

nificant situations or differences might be
guessed. Gender sensitivity foreshadows so
much. That is one of the important reasons
why we should still be careful and willing
to learn more even if we find ourselves in
a rather good situational awareness. It reveals both internal truth and is also capable
of providing some external clues. Reading
data of gender related areas or codes like
behaviors and language, means power. Just
like the ability of reading mind or making
mind tricks, dealing with gender issues
right means a lot: creates signals, enables
decoding, thus empowers. It shows what
you value, signifies how you act against
your environment, sums up what you are.
How you thread and improve in gender related thoughts mean your picture, echo or
reflection.
Meeting “gender aware world” means
more, communication with the other
world, seeing another. Change is as great
as that. Like every other team, it also gets
you in a category, usually according to more
“gender ignorants”. Normally it would not
mean to hurt, awareness just empowers the
sight, enables to see beyond perspectives.

Diverse Memebers From The Unified Armed Forces of Germany (‘Bundeswehr’ by Bettina Marks Deutsche Welle, 26 Jan 2014.)
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Even feeling labelled because tending to
learn would not stop young and old people.
No need to worry because as we said it is in
a way “trendy” thus there are plenty of new
arrivals, let alone old feminists standing
tough like historical statues. Those who embrace modern world’s must, believers of an
ideal gender free world and questioning the
traditional include celebrities, politicians,
pop singers, fashion designers, etc. making
contemporary turn exciting and wide. Like
somehow a communication attempt with
the other world, “the team” is progressing
on the questioning, spreading equalty quest
like a disease. Attitudes are changing, it is
not possible to stop; plus it is better to move
with it. As a good example you may come
across a president saying that threating
women poorly, holds you back and just because something is a tradition it does not
mean that is good or unchangeableI another
politic figure may come up with the idea to
put a women’s image on money bills, raising an equalty debateII . Even there are arguments, about the function or the real aim
to these kind of statements, saying populist
minds make use of such hot topics without
supporting the core idea at all; those are still
opening gates towards an ideal, a better balanced life. They help crowds overcome their
phobia to talk equalty.
Even though equality is trendy somehow, and visibility of the ideas even fringes
are high in modern world; there still exists
some examples of the other side, worst cases. There are some armies proud of showing equal face of genders, which aim high
and some others discriminate members
enormously. For example accepting only
virgins, straights, people from a significant
race or a certain religion. Though army is

Windows To Another World
still thought to be one among the “boy’s
club” category, there has been a woman involved in armed forces since before. Nowadays it seems like a “pride and joy” part
when female face of the army is shown, or
when there is a debate on discrimination
we usually see an institution making up its
new appearance standing against discrimination or at least trying. With words, images, positions, space, behaviors and manners
while dealing with any gender, preventing
inequity is the most important thing, also
the hardest. Some languages even come up
with new gender-neutral subjects, some societies start to care when you do not watch
your address. As nobody says “ladies and
men” or uses “he” for a context without a
known subject gender; it is not proper to say
policeman, serviceman, landlord, landlady,
cleaning lady, delivery boy, spokesman, etc.
when it is possible to use words like representative, supervisor, officer, worker, manager, carrier, etc. Under a mixed gender
photo of people of an armed forces reading
“serviceman …” does it look professional,
adequate or equal? Another widely used
verb “man”, like in “low manning” among
the biased list recommended to be replaced
with “stuff ” or “run”III.
The media is full of fancy sharp tools
but you need to be careful while using. Individual’s voice may be heard loudest in
this very era. Inevitable criticism, evaluation and reforms are almost everywhere.
Our modern life requires respect, empathy,
care and creativeness as well as the strength
to survive. It tends to erase borders and
we need to adjust ourselves. There should
be a tiny voice telling us “hey little human,
wakey wakey! Your specie is trying to grow
lettuce in the space and inspire disabled
people to do sports professionally, you still
should have hope. Believe yourself, get up
and try!”.
Some institutions try. They try to keep
away from change sometimes. Therefore it
is hard to get a consensus between time and
ones like them. Without communication,
change, fresh ideas, review, life of an insti-

tution might get endangered. On the other
hand, some like to tell that they are up-todate, changing, challenging, modern, ready
to evolve and respond to newest demands
of time. When it comes to resistive manners
towards the vital ones, institutes sometimes
even take great risks. Some holy and social
ones race about the subject, again the key
word should be empathy. Mercy and respect may help this case to a survival. Also
those multiply: an organization with high
gender awareness or care for gender equality/values gets respect as well. Helping built
a positive structure for the society becomes
visible on you when recognized. In return
you get a reputation, priceless one perhaps.
Like in many other dares, you reap what
you sow right?
Moreover being a soldier is considered one of the oldest professions; it is part
of the manly world and society. Also maybe that makes it an important signifier to
reflect the gender rate in professional life.
The profession is a modern attraction for
all. As an institution it is almost an image
of the society and is connected deeply, we
read a lot about armies and soldiers all the

time. From what we read about them, we
derive a lot. We talk also a lot about them.
Online and printed media, polls, televisions, news, and other armies as well are
all curious about armies and everything
related to them. Some are like newly discovered treasure chests, some are used to
community spotlight, some has comfortable leaders willing to appear in front of the
people, some are more shy, full of mystery
attracting curious eyes, for that reason this
time, again. They are all getting in front of
the observers, readers or societies according to gender perspective. It is not possible
to get defence out of the sight. There may be
lots of reasons, but both historical aspect of
the profession must be requiring that and
also we suspect it is also the role (usually
thought to connect to a one gender). If you
follow either a fringe outlet or an ordinary
source, you come across some report covering the gender related aspects of an army,
percentages, promotions, numbers, fields,
requirements, some seeking equality, some
leading, etc. Pages filled with the issue seem
yet endless. But why?
Up-to-date gender idea, let us say,
tries to erase itself. Or in a more positive
narration it embraces all as one. Quite a
big idea right, it does not look like ending soon. Both for the popularity the area
gained and likewise fame of the profession/
institution it gathers like a magnet. Some
gossips and news, mission and vision, man
and women of the armies, they are all together lately everywhere. After all, if you
think about discrimination within an institution, it mostly causes self-harm. Let’s
take schools wıth one gender. They end up
preventing individuals from being individuals; students lack communication skills
and have difficulties adjusting to mixed
environments, either feeling isolated or lost
within that homogenous artificial or unnatural society. To the top levels in some of
the biggest armies among the allied forces,
successful women march. Moreover active
forces with active women in the front consider new gearIV. “Standard” is a quite tricky
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idea here and it discriminates even above
gender issue we believe. It sounds like having only one size of boots for your entire
brigade. Would it fit? Would they fit? It is
not only about armed forces and women;
it is a bigger element that is on the move,
making those changes and more. One day
we see one society famous with strict traditional rule, having female pilotsV, soccer
player womenVI or information technology
giantVII, motor cross racersVIII, chief inspectorsIX or judgesX another day another step.
Especially modern arts and humanities deal with the practical (or applied)
and theoretic façade of the notions related
to gender issues. At first conservative motives attack to those. Likewise it is usually
requires courageous artists or performers to break the endless code. Professions
should not carry lines caging genders, races, or anything. Under this arts umbrella,
the film industry and commercials lead
the stereo-type creators. When we are celebrating the first of anything in this case, it
reveals a dark history of the subject. It has
been thought another way till you step up

with the opposite. When there is a headline
announcing first leading black women in a
classical ballet theater we feel there is something historical happeningXI. Because a discipline with its strict rules does not mean
there is reservation for discrimination and
positive change is unwelcome. It takes time
and effort but it happens as well. Being influential and inspirational seems to be the
burden on our generation right now. It feels
like saying now, one should be extremely
careful about when is that now. Though it
is not a new thing, move or idea, urge to
spread or change; but it might have gained
greater visibility or velocity seizing current
media, tools, voice or capabilities or connectivity of any individual. In this case we
must be aiming for the times when a female
pilot, a female commander, a female rate of
attendees in any structure would not surprise us. When all will sound normal then
we will say all is normal and equal perhaps.
Since ancient philosophers, it is said
that one cannot stop the change. Things reform, de-form, or change. Standing against
changes may seem ridiculous in this case.

Gender equality/comfort expectations,
where they are rare or even not present at
all, demand greater change. Like modern
life, some things let gender related issues
out of their box and “ta-da” they start to
get more visible. This image may be a tricky
one because usually they are all there. Suppressed, neglected, hidden, forbidden,
postponed, shamed, bullied, albeit let’s
say change is inevitable and our era is the
time of the diversities. It celebrates re-birth,
there are huge crowds trying to live by conserved traditions treating equality of genders. Understanding of freedom, individualism or humanism also among some that
supports the gender revolution in changing
societies… Appreciating one another may
seem vital but there is a giant gap filled with
hate and violence. To celebrate individuals
and appreciate the idea of “self ” being, inevitable gender struggle inside the person
and among the society’s modules seems “to
be continued”.

Finnish Army Volunteer Service Oath Ceremony (‘Suomalainen Sotilasvala’ by Karri Huhtanen from Tampere, Finland, 26
August 2005.)
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Page 21 - Among 4 Falcons of Turkish Land Forces, 4th Ranger Brigadie(‘Tunceli Komando Tugayı’nda 4 Kadın Komutan’ from En Son
Haber, 2 June 2014.)

On left and above - Rare, So Precious: Young Women Aviators of Turkish
Army (‘Sayımız az olduğu için çok değerliyiz!’ by Şükran Pakkan, Milliyet, 4 September, 2010.)

I

Obama addressed gender equalty in professional life and education system, female genital mutilation in his speech against racism and discrimination to 4.500
people in a sports arena in Kenya followed by world broadcast. Related news article: Smith, David. “Barack Obama in Kenya: ‘no excuse’ for treating women
as second-class citizens” The Guardian, 26 July 2015. 26 July 2015. < http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jul/26/barack-obama-condemns-tradition-women-second-class-citizens-nairobi>.

II

Epstein, Jennifer. “Hillary Clinton Wants Woman on $10 Bill But Won’t Say Which One”, Bloomberg. 19 June 2015. 27 Sept. 2015. <http://www.bloomberg.
com/politics/articles/2015-06-19/hillary-clinton-wants-woman-on-10-bill-but-won-t-say-which-one>.

III

For some examples to the vast list of words for a gender sensitive language: Compiled by Service-Growth Consultants Inc. “EXAMPLES OF GENDER-SENSITIVE LANGUAGE” May 2003. 28 Sept. 2015. <http://www.servicegrowth.net/documents/Examples%20of%20Gender-Sensitive%20Language.net.pdf>.

IV

Londoño, Ernesto. “Women soldiers testing form-fitting body armor ”, Seattle Times. 20 Sept. 2012. 29 Sept 2015 <http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/women-soldiers-testing-form-fitting-body-armor/>.

V

May Pascaud wrote stories of two pilots, one in Afghan Air Force (Niloofar Rahmani) and the other in a commercial airline in Rwanda (Esther Mbabazi)
in “Meet two women who are the first female pilots in their countries” in Public Radio International, 22 July 2015. 30 July 2015. < http://www.pri.org/stories/2015-07-22/meet-two-women-who-are-first-female-pilots-their-countries>.

VI

Marissa Payne writes “Iran women’s soccer team captain to miss tournament after husband refuses to let her travel” ignoring it was said that he did not want
to let her miss their child’s first day at school, like all the other media outcrys, making us imagine if this headline would work for a male player, (from Early
Read sports blog) The Washington Post, 16 September 2015. 21 Sept. 2015. <https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/early-lead/wp/2015/09/16/iran-womens-soccer-team-captain-to-miss-international-tournament-after-husband-refuses-to-let-her-get-a-passport/>.

VII

For further coverage on Roya Mahboob find Karin Kamp’s 29 April 2013 dated article, “Time’s 100 Most Influential 2013: Afghani Entrepreneur Roya Mahboob” in The Story Exchange (a business women portal), which also appears on The Huffington Post a month later. 13 Agu. 2015. <http://thestoryexchange.
org/time-100s-influential-afghani-entrepreneur-roya-mahboob/>.

VIII Rider Behnaz Shafiei is interviewed by Kim Ghattas for the BBC below “The Iranian woman who wants to be world motocross champion”, 19 Agu. 2015. 21
Agu. 2015. < http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-33985087>.
IX

Geeta Pandey’s report “India’s Haryana sets up all-women police stations” of 24 Aug. 2015 for BBC says “Inspector Umesh Bala who has been chosen to
lead the women’s police station in Gurgaon has impressive credentials - a police woman for 30 years, she has done long stints dealing with crimes against
women and also supervises a telephone helpline started by the police to help women in distress.”. 20 Aug. 2015. < http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34071378 >.

X

“Anisa Rassouli, who has been a judge for 24 years and is the current head of Kabul’s juvenile court.” Reads the picture tag in Sune Engel Rasmussen’s
article called “First female nominee fails to win seat on Afghan supreme court”, 08 July 2015, The Guardian. 09 July 2015. <http://www.theguardian.com/
world/2015/jul/08/afghan-supreme-court-female-nominee-anisa-rassouli>.

XI

Related article “Misty Copeland Is Promoted to Principal Dancer at American Ballet Theater” <http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/01/arts/dance/mistycopeland-is-promoted-to-principal-dancer-at-american-ballet-theater.html?_r=0>.
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Hybrid Warfare And Implications To Landcom

Lieutenant General Uğur Tarçın
Former LANDCOM Chief of Staff

C

onflicts at the new security environments,
remarkably peripheries
of the Alliance, and new security developments such as Russian model of Hybrid Warfare in eastern Ukraine and the
ISIL threat to NATO’s southern flank,
emerged a broader strategic thinking
within the NATO to implement new
adaptation measures to response to hybrid threats. Thus, NATO’s role becomes
more explicit in contemporary and
broader spectrum of security challenges,
to react quickly to more complex crisis
areas, to deal with hybrid threats; a way
of warfare that is on the rise today close
to the Alliance’s borders.
The term ‘Hybrid Warfare’
Hybrid Warfare appeared at
least as early as 2005 and was subse24 LAND POWER

quently used to describe the strategy
used by the Hezbollah in the 2006 Lebanon War. Since then, the term ‘hybrid’
has dominated mush of the discussion
about modern and future warfare, to the
point where it has been adopted by senior military leaders and promoted as a
basis for modern military strategies .
Although there are different
definition in references, according to the
basic definition Hybrid Warfare is a military strategy that blends conventional
warfare, irregular warfare and cyber
warfare . In addition, hybrid warfare is
used to describe attacks by nuclear, biological and chemical weapons, improvised explosive devices and information
warfare . This approach to conflict is a
potent, complex variation of warfare .
By combining kinetic operations with
subversive efforts, the aggressor intends
to avoid attribution or retribution. Hybrid Warfare can be used to describe
the flexible and complex dynamic of the

battlespace requiring a highly adaptable
and resilient response .
However, in practice, any threat
can be hybrid as long as it is not limited
to a single form and dimension of warfare. When any threat or use of force is
defined as hybrid, in term loses its value
and causes confusion instead of clarifying the “reality” of modern warfare.
The most important message
on hybrid warfare is that strength matters and that in order to deter a hybrid
threat NATO Land Forces must be
strong and we must be ready. It is better
to deter a potential adversary than it is
to engage in a fight. We deter through
our strength and our readiness.
No matter where the hybrid
threat comes from if we are ready to
fight this sends a powerful message to
a potential adversary. If the message is
powerful enough it will avert the need to
fight.
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NATO is ready to respond
At the Wales Summit in September 2014, NATO defined the changing security environment as Russia’s
aggressive actions against Ukraine and
growing instability in our southern
neighborhood, from the Middle East to
North Africa, as well as transnational
and multi-dimensional threats. And of
course the threat from revisionist Russia who operates as if it exists in the 19th
century rather than in the rules based
order of the 21st century. The main response to this changed environment is
the NATO Readiness Action Plan (RAP),
which is to ensure the Alliance is ready
to respond swiftly and firmly to the new
security challenges both in the east and
in the south. According to the Secretary
General Jens Stoltenberg, RAP is the
biggest reinforcement of our collective
defense since the end of Cold War. The
RAP provides a comprehensive package
of reassurance and adaptation measures
to respond to the changes.
At the Summit, Heads of the
Nations of the Alliance also stressed
that NATO must be able to effectively
address the specific challenges posed
by hybrid warfare threats, where a wide
range of overt and covert military, paramilitary, and civilian measures are employed in a highly integrated design. It is
essential that the Alliance possesses the
necessary tools and procedures required
to deter and respond effectively to hybrid warfare threats, and the capabilities
to reinforce national forces. The hybrid
warfare threat was included as one of the
key underpinning elements of the implementation of the RAP.
The Hybrid Warfare Assessment
paper that was completed by Bi-Strategic Commands in February 2015 is our
NATO starting point to further analyze
our role in responding to Hybrid War-

fare. The overarching principles from the
paper as very important as we evolve our
approach to deal with hybrid warfare:
1. The response to a hybrid threat
must come first and foremost from nations and not from NATO;
2. The hybrid threat emanates
from the east and the south and that the
EU retains most of the tools for dealing
with the threat in the south;
3. And perhaps most importantly is to recognize that the military response to hybrid warfare is part of a
wider civilian military approach. We
must understand this wider context
and how the military sits within it. We
cannot simply militarize the problem
without understanding the wider civilian context - that would be a big mistake and it would undermine our full
potential to respond to a hybrid threat.
Where LANDCOM can contribute the most
We cannot be good at responding to hybrid warfare unless at a very
early stage we are good at seeing the
indicators and warnings that it is happening and we are able to work to deter
it. History has shown that wars often
start because of misunderstandings,
miscalculations and mistakes. And the
risk for miscalculation and escalation
is greatest when communication is limited or non-existent or when we don’t
understand the context. Understanding
the indicators and warnings for hybrid
warfare and becoming familiar in how
to sift through large amounts of civilian
and military information will be critical
to working out indicators and warnings
but it will also present one of our greatest challenges but the more we do it the
better we become at it. Practice makes
perfect.
We hear that hybrid warfare is
not new. But the difference now is the

wide scale and central use of 21st century technology especially information
and social media in our adversaries
strategies. Clearly the hybrid model
used by Russians in the annexation of
Crimea and to back the separatists in
eastern Ukraine has provided NATO
with valuable lessons on the Russian use
of INFO OPS as the central element of
their plan. We also understand that the
hybrid model of warfare can be waged by
non-state actors like ISIL who use hybrid
non-military and military strategies to
advance their goals as well. We must become adept at knowing how to respond
to this 21st century spin on the hybrid
way of waging war that has been around
since Sun Tzu. A decade ago Chinese
colonels described unrestricted warfare
such as they saw a world in which there
was a contest in several areas defining 3
groups of warfare.
Military

Nonmilitary

Transmilitary

Atomic

Financial

Diplomatic

Conventional

Trade

Network

Biochemical

Resources

Intelligence

Ecological

Economic Aid

vTactical

Space

Regulatory

Smuggling

Electronic

Sanction

Drug

Guerilla

Media

Virtual(deterrence)

Terrorist

Ideological

Looking at war in this manner redefines the battle space and the time, the
matter, and the energy required to compete successfully. In order to complete
this definition we should add cyber and
hybrid warfare to this list.
And then there is ambiguity of
cyber-attacks where it will be a challenge
to attribute attacks that are every bit as
destructive to sovereign state equities as
a military attack.
Obviously LANDCOM’s biggest contribution to date has been our
involvement in the RAP development
and Assurance Measures (exercises in
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particular) because being strong and
resilient is the best form of deterrence
and the best military response to a hybrid threat. In addition while the role of
NATO ground forces is limited in early
conflict mitigation Defense Capacity
Building is an appropriate and effective
way LANDCOM can play a role in deterrence and conflict prevention.
In October 2014, we established
a Hybrid Warfare Working Group to
better understand hybrid warfare and to
identify, specifically, how LANDCOM
can best support SHAPE. We have used
this forum to:
- Study our approach in Assurance Measures and to develop the “sweet
spot” between Deterrence and Provocation;
- Build a body of corporate
knowledge of Hybrid Warfare and how it
is waged to best develop our situational
awareness;
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- Improve understanding and
knowledge on Indicators and Warnings
of a hybrid strategy;
- Analyze and understand the
role of strategic communication and Information Operations in an effective hybrid strategy;
- Build an understanding of how
the Comprehensive Approach is used in
hybrid warfare as the agreed response
framework and identify and prioritize
potential LANDCOM roles within the
Comprehensive Approach.
So far, we know from our internal staff assessment that the areas where
LANDCOM can have the greatest gaps
in capability are in the development of
early Indicators and Warnings, strategic
communication and information operations. These are all areas which are
crucial to improved readiness in hybrid
warfare.
LANDCOM appreciates that

the hybrid response lies primarily with
nations. This means that LANDCOM
has to analyze how we work at the seam
between when nation’s efforts end and
the NATO response begins. And again,
we need to develop solid Indicators and
Warnings of pending hybrid actions
which will equate to improved responsiveness which buys us time for diplomatic solutions and conflict prevention.
How to respond to hybrid warfare is the issue that we have to face as
we move towards the Warsaw Summit
in 2016. As the NATO Secretary General
stated “Hybrid is the dark reflection of
our comprehensive approach. We use a
combination of military and non-military means to stabilize countries. Others
use it to destabilize them”.
Stated at the beginning the most
important message is to show how strong
we are and that “Strength Matters”. To
make this message real we have focused
on the LANDCOM HQ Capabilities and
Readiness in the following ways:
t1SPWJEJOH UIF MJOLBHF CFUXFFO
NATO Command Structure and NATO
Force Structure and contributing to the
advancement of communications and
responsible for ensuring their effectiveness and interoperability.
t.POJUPSJOH BTTFTTJOHUIFDVSSFOU
Hybrid threats and info sharing.
t8PSLJOH DMPTFMZ XJUI UIF PUIFS
Commands to ensure that the command
and control chain and Long-Term Rotation Plan for Land Forces is as coherent
as possible.
t3FJOGPSDJOHPVSSFBEJOFTTBOESFsponsiveness to carry out our Alliance
collective defense, crisis management
and cooperative security commitments.
t3FEVDJOHUIF-"/%$0.TOPUJDF
in order to ensure greater coherence to
crisis response.
t1SPNPUJOHUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG
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this practice.
In Conclusion, hybrid warfare takes
place in all domains; land, sea, air and
space. The design is integrated, flexible
and ambiguous. For a military Land
Headquarters like LANDCOM that is
structurally organized, manned and
trained to fight conventional wars there
are now challenges as to how we adapt
to respond to adversaries who use hybrid strategies. BUT that the message is
“strength matters” and for LANDCOM
the most important response we can
make to counter hybrid warfare is to
work to build a strong land force that
is ready, responsive and interoperable.
Even more importantly a LAND FORCE
by its strength can deter. It is better to
deter a fight because our adversary looks
at us and says “that is more than I want
to take on” than to get into a fight. But if
we do get into a fight we must be able to
fight. And we will be strong and ready to
do that. LANDCOM is paying keen att'JOBMMZ BT B VOJRVF -BOE 1PXFS
a new mindset for NATO exercises. For
tention to the policy and direction from
example ensuring NATO Corps HQs are within the NATO Command Structure,
the political levels of NATO on how
trained and exercised in hybrid strategies LC is part of strategic communications
we should be responding to the hybrid
and responses. LANDCOM has adapted and messaging for Defense Capacity
threat. For NATO Allied Land Comthe scenario of TRIDENT LANCE 14, Building for partners as well as interacmand Headquarters to help building a
which is the exercise for LANDCOM tion with universities. Just after the HQ
strong and ready land force will be our
Full Operational Capability.
was established, executive managers of
greatest challenge and our greatest adapt8PSLJOH DMPTFMZ XJUI 4)"1&  universities were hosted in LANDCOM,
tation success when we achieve it. And
the Joint Commands and national Land and the Command Group engaged with
make no mistake we will achieve it as we
Forces to develop and enhance concepts the presidents, vice presidents and deans
respond to the hybrid threat!
and SOPs.
of local universities. We will continue

1.Dr.Damien Van Pulyvde is Assistant Professor of Security Studies and Associate Director for Research
at the National Security Studies Institute, The University of Texas at El Paso. http://www.nato.int/docu/
review/2015/Also-in-2015/hybrid-modern-future-warfare-russia-ukraine/EN/ (05 August 2015)
2. Ibid, (05 August 2015)
3.Ibid, (05 August 2015)
4.Ibid, (05 August 2015
5. Ibid, (05 August 2015)
6. Qioa Liang and Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, (Beijing: PLA Literature and Arts Publishing House, February 1999). The table is in the chapter 5, “New Methodology of War Games”, in the section
entitled “Using Addition to Win the Game”. This is translated by the Foreign Broadcast Information Service
and is available zipped at http://cryotome.org/cuw.zip (accessed May 20, 2009)
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E-learning at NATO
HEADQUARTERS NATO RAPID DEPLOYABLE CORPS- TURKEY:
www.hrf.tu.nato.int

E-LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES
-Learning is education and
training that is delivered to its
“users” through a computer or
other electronic devices. In comparison to
traditional types of instruction, e-Learning
can provide students with greater access
to learning opportunities, enabling them
to learn conveniently at their own pace,
independent of location, whenever and
wherever they choose. By allowing downloadable or mediabased materials or by live
connection to a NATO network, including
the Internet, e-Learning provides tools that
enable synchronous or asynchronous distance learning. It can be utilised to provide
a complete standalone course or be used
as part of a blended learning programme
that supports existing training courses as
pre-learning teaching material or as postcourse reference. e-Learning is an important tool to provide education, training and
performance support to personnel from
NATO and partner nations in a cost-efficient way. Its capabilities can provide an
unlimited number of learners with effective, relevant high-quality education and
training to increase mission readiness.

E

Key Principles of NATO’s e-Learning Initiative
Key principles of NATO’s e-Learning
initiative include:
tEffectiveness, efficiency and affordability. Concise instruction based on NATO
current and strategic priorities is delivered
globally through multiple methods and re28 LAND POWER

%\/7&%DUÓş%ÓoHU 785
quires little investment to use.
t *mproved nation and partner engagement. Courseware is readily available
on networks, enabling personnel just-intime acquisition of knowledge and skills to
effectively contribute to the NATO mission.
t Incorporated guidance. Standards
and guidelines for developing an e-Learning capability are available to education and
training institutions.
Benefits and Challenges of e-Learning
e-Learning provides a variety of benefits to learners and institutions alike and
supports national efforts in the areas of education and training.
t Cost Savings. Reduced overall cost
is possibly the single most influential facUPSGPSVTJOHF-FBSOJOHtIncreased Access.
e-Learning can better meet the needs of a

geographically dispersed audience.
t On-Demand Availability. e-Learning provides flexibility to students due to
its 24/7 accessibility. It offers on-demand
availability of courses, enabling students to
complete training conveniently.
t Self-Pacing. e-Learning is selfpaced, allowing students to focus on areas
or topics that are most difficult, to pause if
necessary and replay those segments as often as needed.
 t Consistent and Accurate Delivery.
Naturally, the best expert in the field may
not be present in all classrooms, as instructors vary in experience, style and delivery.
However, e-Learning provides a consistent
delivery and the opportunity to learn from
the best expert in the field.
t Condensed Instruction. Through
sound instructional design e-Learning de-
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livers condensed “need to know” information and provides the key materials with hyperlinks or attached reference documents
for further learning, if required.
t Collaboration. e-Learning offers
the opportunity to implement online collaborative learning tools through threaded
discussion forums, or for learners to talk to
classmates and instructors remotely in chat
rooms without the limitations of time and
location.
Types of e-Learning Technologies
e-Learning technologies encompass
Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL),
Computer-Based Training (CBT), immersive learning, mobile learning (m-Learning) and transmedia collaborative learning,
as seen in Figure 1.
Advanced Distributed Learning
The most common form of e-Learning presently used in NATO is Advanced
Distributed Learning (ADL), which features
educational or training courses delivered
over a network using a standard web browser. The term ADL is used synonymously
with the term Web-Based Training (WBT).
NATO offers ADL courses on its two major
networks, one with access to the Internet.
ADL follows a collection of standards and
specifications for e-Learning known as the
Sharable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORM). SACT ADL courses are located
at https://jadl.act.nato.int.
Computer-Based Training
Computer-Based Training (CBT)
features educational or training courses
delivered directly on a student’s computer
through CD-ROM or other storage device.
It differs from ADL in that it is not delivered over the web or through a Learning
Management System and does not require
SCORM conformance. There is no requirement for a student to log in to the CBT, and
there may be only local tracking of student
progress or course completion. The use
of CBT is discouraged, as this medium is
harder to deliver and is out of date as soon

as published.
Immersive Training
Immersive training uses a computer-based simulated environment to replicate a real-life or hypothetical situation
in a graphically rich and dynamic setting.
Students are immersed and involved in
the training and learning process through
interactive simulations and game-based
applications. Immersive training supports
one student or multiple small teams working together to solve a problem, rehearse
techniques or enhance their skills. Through
the use of enabling objectives and scripting,
student actions and responses can be monitored and tested to ensure the objectives
have been met. It can be web-based utilising distributed training or downloaded to
standalone computers or mobile devices.
Serious games and virtual worlds, both examples of immersive training, are designed
to engage students in a wide range of educational activities.
Mobile Learning
Mobile learning (m-Learning) is the
use of portable computing devices, such as
iPads and other tablets, laptops, personal
digital assistants (PDAs) and smart phones
connected to wireless networks. It enables
teaching and learning to extend to spaces
beyond the traditional classroom. It allows
instructors and learners increased flexibility and new opportunities for interaction
that is convenient and accessible from virtually anywhere.
Transmedia (Collaborative) Learning
Transmedia learning is a new terminology being accepted internationally
which covers learning from all the available
social and multimedia platforms. This includes the old term collaborative learning,
which supports instruction through interactive methods or online communication
using social media tools such as chat rooms
and discussion forums, and video tools
such as webinars and webcasts as well as
normal day-to-day social activities. Trans-

media identifies the creation of a new kind
of learning which, although in use every
day, has not been recognised until now as
a learning or training method. Its tools can
be implemented in online and classroom
learning environments to propel the traditional educational model into the 21st
century, recognising our new generations
of learners’ preferred methods of learning.
Transmedia will support creating, enhancing and spreading content in a rich and
fruitful way, allowing opportunities for exploration, interpretation and expansion. It
will enable a number of students to work together with an instructor or facilitator and
also permit student-to-student exchanges.
Blended Learning
Blended learning integrates computer-mediated instruction with traditional
classroom instruction in a planned, instructionally sound manner. It combines
the best features of e-Learning (24/7 accessibility) with the best features of classroom
instruction (live, face-to-face interaction).
A typical blended learning programme
in NATO will have a portion of a resident
course replaced by an e-Learning course,
which then becomes a prerequisite to the
resident course. Blended learning benefits
students, instructors and the institution:
t4UVEFOU1SFQBSBUJPO4UVEFOUTTQFOE
time up front to learn basics through the
e-Learning component and arrive better
prepared for the classroom instruction.
The instructor can be confident that students possess a certain level of knowledge
and can proceed from that point, devoting
more time to lectures, syndicates and other
activities.
t 'MFYJCJMJUZ #FDBVTF UIF F-FBSOJOH
material can be used 24/7, anywhere the
student has access to the network, there are
no time or location constraints. Since the
e-Learning portion is self-paced, students
can focus on areas or topics that are most
challenging and replay those segments as
often as needed or it can be used as reference during the follow-on classroom work.
 t $VTUPNJTFE UP .BUDI 4QFDJGLAND POWER29
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ic Needs. A course of study that features
blended learning can be tailored to the institution’s needs and goals of a specific educational programme by focusing on specific
competencies.
t$POTUSVDUJWF-FBSOJOH&YQFSJFODF
The e-Learning and resident components
are carefully aligned to promote the best
possible instruction and provide a good
mix of technologies and interactions, resulting in a constructive learning experience. For clarity, in a blended learning
programme both the e-Learning and residential learning components must incorporate instructionally sound methods. As
formal educational elements, both must be
driven by enabling objectives to fulfil specific learning outcomes.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
ACT is actively involved in enhancing and promoting the implementation of
e-Learning technologies through partnerships and collaboration.
Partnering with ADL Co-Lab.
SACT joined the ADL multinational
partnership in November, 2010. This collaborative effort between NATO and the
ADL Co-Lab enables military, government,
industry and academic professionals who
share a common interest in ADL and are
committed to working with emerging technologies to develop, support and deliver
learning. Members can share their experiences in implementing innovative e-Learning solutions and take advantage of unique
opportunities to learn about the latest research and events shaping e-Learning.
Cooperative Development Team (CDT)
Training.
A CDT may consist of e-Learning
managers, instructional designers and
multimedia designers from education and
training institutions and national partnerships that develop e-Learning capabilities.
The teams work independently, collaborating with other teams periodically to discuss
30 LAND POWER

best practices and new developments in
the e-Learning field and to partner on joint
projects. Currently there are over 20 active
CDTs from NATO and partner nations.
CDT training is an event that provides formal e-Learning training to prepare new
CDTs for developing an e-Learning capability or to update established CDTs on new
developments and techniques. Through
practical exercise, the training takes students (normally a three- or four-person
team) through the complete lifecycle of
online course development, from initial request to final online product and follow-on
evaluation cycle. The training is provided
annually or semi-annually. Any institution
or nation wishing to be trained and join
the CDT community may attend this event.
Starting in 2014, the NATO School will
offer a 10-day formal e-Learning course
which will enable potential e-Learning developers to receive a comprehensive education on the complete process of development, design and delivery. This course will
be open to all NATO and nations including partners. Further details are available
on the NSO web site at https://www.natoschool.nato.int/.
NATO e-Learning Forum.
The NATO e-Learning Forum, formerly called the ADL Forum, is an annual
event which focuses on bringing together
e-Learning developers and current and potential e-Learning customers. By allowing
this mix of people to discuss best practices,
requirements, possibilities and limitations,
it enhances the comprehension of all parties and leads to better development plans
and acceptance in the field. The NATO
e-Learning Forum also brings in academic,
industry and military operational speakers
to discuss present and future ideas and situations to challenge the group. By bringing
many education and training institutions
and nations together, the forum enhances
our understanding of each other and leads
to collaborative work, as well as the chance
to showcase the e-Learning capability. As

part of the new ACT directive on the management of subject areas and responsibility,
in 2014 the e-Learning Forum will also become the e-Learning Discipline conference.
FUTURE e-LEARNING CAPABILITY AND
THE WAY FORWARD
NATO will continue to reshape the
learning experience by offering an ever-expanding range of education and training
using emerging technologies. Since the Military Committee tasking was received, technology has moved forward at a staggering
pace and SACT continues to monitor and
assess new capabilities and equipment. Utilising the skills of NATO and national academics through NATO working groups and
panels, as well as attending major events
in the education, training and simulation
world, SACT will ensure it keeps abreast
and makes good use of this fast-moving
field. The organisation continues to examine various technologies that will enhance
our ways of delivering education and training to our personnel. As NATO reshapes
and expands its education and training
framework, learning activities will continue
to move far beyond the classroom or lecture hall. Courses will include a robust set
of learning opportunities through a variety
of delivery mechanisms and new technology components such as virtual classrooms,
webcasting and other interactive initiatives.
Since its inception as a part NATO’s education and training offerings, e-Learning has
grown at a considerable pace and is now
considered a substantial asset to the NATO
programme. While the acceptance and use
of e-Learning has grown, NATO’s capability
and capacity has not. Our NATO Education
and Training Facilities (NETF) do not have
dedicated e-Learning staff and currently use
staff members for part-time development
work. At ACT, there is a small contractor
team but their capacity is already full supporting tasking from Joint Force Trainer.
This situation is not ideal, and in 2013 an
independent study was commissioned to
review the current NATO e-Learning ca-
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pability as well as use of technology. The
study was conducted across all NETFs
and other centres using e-Learning. The
results and recommendations have been
published, and ACT Joint Force Trainer is
now finalising the recommendations with
the NETFs to go into the NATO e-Learning
2016+ white paper and vision. The white
paper will set the path for increased capacity across NATO and to ensure policies,
formats and guidelines are used. It will also
look into how technology can assist our
current efforts, both classroom-based and
online. The paper is due to be published in
March 2014, with a view to be implemented
for 2016 and beyond.
ORGANISATION
ACT, on behalf of both Strategic
Commands, has been designated the permanent organisation to administer and lead
the e-Learning capability with the support
of NATO and national bodies. In addition
SACT assumes responsibility of providing
e-Learning support, through education
and training institutions, for education
and training for operations and exercises.
Education and training institutions have a
unique requirement for e-Learning support,
and it is necessary to create a distributed
e-Learning core capability at each of these
institutions. Harmonising the administration and management is of vital importance
to increasing the readiness of personnel for
a wide range of missions. To facilitate this
harmonisation, SACT will aim to establish
and coordinate standards and specifications
that provide interoperability, reuse, durability and adaptability. SACT will also have the
necessary e-Learning capability to manage
the Learning Management System servers
and support certain strategic e-Learning
requirements when requested. The coordination of e-Learning, including strategic direction, guidance and support to education
and training will be provided by SACT, but
the detailed management, administration
and server support will be decentralised
within the Alliance community among the

institutions, ensuring continuous access to
registration, tracking, testing, record keeping and the provision of expert help desk
support to the user community. Key stakeholders and users of the NATO e-Learning
programme are Allied Command Operations (ACO), the NATO Force Structure,
national education and training institutions
of NATO, PfP, Mediterranean Dialogue
(MD), Istanbul Cooperative Initiative (ICI)
nations and contact countries.
SACT responsibilities towards these
stakeholders include:
 t %FWFMPQ BOE EFMJWFS UIF /"50
e-Learning concept and directive
t 4VQQPSU FEVDBUJPO BOE USBJOJOH
institutions in the development of online
course curriculum within their education
and training programmes and oversee that
new online courses are developed in accordance with ACT and Bi-SC directives
t$PPSEJOBUFSFRVFTUTGPSOFXPOMJOF
courses development and provide support
where necessary
t 8PSL XJUI FEVDBUJPO BOE USBJOJOH
institutions to ensure that all online courses
are maintained and kept up-to-date.
t%JSFDUBOEDPPSEJOBUFUIFBQQSPQSJate education and training institutions to
produce, develop and deliver online courses and content repositories to facilitate the
distribution of training materials which
may form the nucleus of the training material to be reused by other e-Learning institutions

 t $POUJOVF BOE FYQBOE BOOVBM GPrums, practical exercises, Cooperative Development Team (CDT) training events
in order to share e-Learning concepts and
practices
t%FWFMPQTVQQMFNFOUBSZF-FBSOJOH
policy guidance on the use of and standards
of compliance with all NATO online eduDBUJPO t %FWFMPQ BO F-FBSOJOH DBQBCJMJUZ
for the NATO Secret and Mission Secret
Networks
In accordance with the MC directive,
SACT provides guidance and coordination
to education and training institutions, applies standardisation to the design, development and delivery of e-Learning, acts
as technology lead and conducts accreditation of e-Learning courses. Primary
NATO institutions include NATO Defence
College (NDC), NATO School Oberammergau (NSO), NATO Communications
and Information Systems School (NCISS),
NATO Maritime Interdiction Operational
Training Centre (NMIOTC), Joint Warfare
Centre (JWC), Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC), Centres of Excellence (COEs),
Partnership Training Education Centres
(PTECs) and national institutions who
partner with NATO. This framework is depicted in Figure 2.
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Creval AIR FORCE
BY LTC S. Röchow, (DEU)
LTC M. Locati, (ITA)
monitored by a team consisting
purely of Air Force Officers.
Lieutenant Colonel Steffen Röchow,
as Senior Monitor, and Lieutenant
Colonel Marco Locati, as Junior
Monitor, are both assigned to staff
positions within LANDCOM and
are experienced evaluators.

T

he
Combat
Readiness
Evaluation (CREVAL) is an
important tool for the NATO
Leadership to assess the Combat Readiness
of its assigned land forces. Since the
creation of the NATO HQ ALLIED LAND
COMMAND (LANDCOM) it has been
one of the HQs main activities.
During recent years multiple
NATO Land HQs have been evaluated by
LANDCOM and an even greater number
of land units assigned to NATO evaluations
have been monitored. Since unit evaluations
are a national responsibility, LANDCOM
sends two evaluators as Monitors to those
evaluations. While aiding and advising the
units and the national evaluation teams,
their primary job is to monitor the exercise
and ensure that the evaluation process is
conducted in accordance with set NATO
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rules and regulations.
While there has been a number
of such monitor events in the past, the
CREVAL of the Croatian 1st Mechanized
Company/2nd Mechanized Battaillion/
Guard Motorized Brigade from 11 - 13 May
2015 was a premiere, even for LANDCOM.
For the first time a CREVAL was

The unit has been preparing
for a NATO Response Force
assignment and the exercise,
combined with the evalution
marked the last step in the process
before being declared COMBAT
READY.
After the formal report signature,
the Senior Monitor on behalf of
COMLANDCOM, LT.GEN Nicholson,
presented to the 1st Mechanized Company
Commander a plaque in recognizion of
their achievement.

LANDCOM: Inheritor of a
Proud NATO Legacy
By Diego A. Ruiz Palmer (USA)

W

hen Allied Land Command was activated
in Izmir, Turkey, on
30 November 2012, it became NATO’s
most recent and now only land command headquarters, thereby assuming
a proud legacy extending back over six
decades to the early 1950s. At its highest
point, the Alliance’s integrated military
command structure included as many
as seven allied land commands, including Headquarters, Allied Land Forces,
Southeastern Europe (LANDSOUTHEAST) located in Izmir.
The original structure
Starting on 2 April 1951 with the
activation of Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) in Paris, France, NATO’s Command Structure
developed rapidly, encompassing in
what was then known as “Allied Command Europe” (ACE) – the predecessor
to the current “Allied Command Operations (ACO) – four regional commands:
(a) Allied Forces, Northern Europe
(AFNORTH), with its headquarters at
Kolsaas, near Oslo, Norway;
(b) Allied Forces, Central Europe
(AFCENT), with its headquarters at
Fontainebleau, in the southeastern pe34 LAND POWER

riphery of Paris;
(c) Allied Forces, Southern Europe
(AFSOUTH), with its headquarters in
Naples, Italy; and
(d)Allied Forces, Mediterranean
(AFMED), with its headquarters in Valetta, on the island of Malta.
With the exception of AFMED,
which was essentially a maritime command, each of the other three joint commands included one or two land headquarters:
(i) Allied Land Forces, Norway
(ii)Allied Land Forces, Denmark
(iii)
Allied Land Forces,
Central Europe
(iv)
Allied Land Forces,
Southern Europe
(v) Allied Land Forces, Southeastern Europe
Allied Land Forces, Central Europe
(LANDCENT) was composed of two
subordinate land commands – Central
Army Group (CENTAG) and Northern
Army Group (NORTHAG).
The composition and evolution of
these allied land commands is described
in Figure 1.
Defending forward
Given the Soviet Union’s preponderance of land power and NATO Europe’s lack of strategic depth, NATO’s

strategy of conventional defence was,
from the start, one committed to yielding, in a war with the Warsaw Pact, as
little allied territory as possible – in
short, allied land forces were under specific orders not to trade space for time
and not to abandon forward defensive
positions. This strategy of “Forward Defence” translated into a focus on “winning the first battle”, as a means of preventing a Warsaw Pact offensive from
gaining an unstoppable momentum and
breaking NATO’s operational cohesion
apart, through the execution of operational-strategic-scale encirclement operations.
To ensure that land forces belonging to various allied nations could manoeuvre and fight as a cohesive force,
allied land headquarters were delegated
by SHAPE the necessary authority to
develop war plans (known as “general
defence plans”), schedule multinational exercises and sponsor the formulation of standing tactics, techniques and
procedures. Headquarters, CENTAG,
for instance, sponsored multinational
exercises – “Constant Enforcer” in September 1979 and “Carbine Fortress” in
September 1982 – to rehearse combined
operations among adjacent German and
United States corps headquarters and
formations. In the 1980s, Headquarters,
NORTHAG, tested the capacity of the
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Figure 1. History of allied land commands in NATO.
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British Army of the Rhine and U.S. Army
Europe to reinforce Belgian, Dutch and
German land forces and to conduct a
“counter-stroke” operation aimed at
breaking the advance of Soviet operational manoeuvre groups and follow-on
forces. This capacity was demonstrated
during exercises “Spearpoint” and “Certain Strike” in September 1984 and September 1987, respectively. In the autumn
1987, in parallel with “Certain Strike”
under the direction of Headquarters,
NORTHAG, Headquarters, CENTAG
cooperated with the headquarters of the
1st French Army to validate the employment of the French Army’s new “Rapid
Action Force” in support of the German
Army, during exercise “Kecker Spatz”
(Bold Sparrow) in Bavaria.
During the Cold War, NATO’s land
command headquarters also assumed
responsibility for exercising command
and control over the land component
of the Allied Command Europe Mobile
Force (AMF), when deployed to Norway,
Denmark, Italy, Greece or Turkey. The
AMF’s land component was composed
of seven infantry battalions contributed by Belgium, Canada, Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg, the United Kingdom and
the United States, several of which had a
cold weather orientation. Typically, up to
four battalions would deploy together as
a combined force. The land component
also included several light artillery batteries and a small helicopter unit.
The end of the Cold War and the
transition to a new era
By the time the Berlin Wall came
down in November 1989, allied land
forces had perfected their skills and enhanced considerably their fighting potential with a new generation of main
battle tanks, infantry fighting vehicles
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and field artillery fire-support systems.
Their readiness was evaluated by means
of an “Operational Readiness Test Programme” and their responsiveness
through the scheduling of no-notice
“Active Edge” alert exercises, both sponsored by SHAPE. By the time of the end
of the Cold War, Allied land forces, from
Norway to Turkey, had made an essential
contribution to successful deterrence for
four decades.
With the end of the East-West confrontation, Germany’s reunification and
the expectation of a “peace dividend”,
NATO’s Command Structure was reformed several times and the number
of subordinate headquarters reduced
considerably. Headquarters such as
NORTHAG, CENTAG and LANDSOUTHEAST were disbanded. Various allied corps-level headquarters were
similarly dissolved, others forming the
nucleus of the present-day High Readiness Force (Land) Headquarters: for instance, the 1st British Corps gave rise to
the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps, while
the 2nd French Corps became the nucleus of the Eurocorps. Similarly, the 1st
German/Netherlands Corps was formed
by merging the 1st German Corps and
the 1st Netherlands Corps, whereas the
3rd Italian Corps formed the core of the
NATO Rapid Deployment Corps – Italy.
The way ahead
Today, LANDCOM stands at the
centre of the family of High Readiness
Force (Land) Headquarters that constitute the cutting edge of NATO’s land
power and responsiveness in an uncertain world. It is the host headquarters of
the Alliance’s land competency, supporting, on behalf of SHAPE, the evaluation
and certification of allied land headquar-

ters and formations of the NATO Force
Structure. In addition, LANDCOM provides NATO with a standing command
and control capacity to plan and direct
land-centric joint operations.
More than six decades after the
first NATO land headquarters were established, and following two decades
of NATO-led operations in the Balkans
and Afghanistan, Headquarters, LANDCOM is the proud inheritor of a distinguished legacy and the standard-bearer
for Allied armies.
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Figure 1. History of allied land commands in NATO.
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The Loss of Protection
of Civilians During Cyber
Operations
By MAJ. Karatzias Vasileios (GRE)

T

he aim of this article is to consider challenges to the current
understandings of civilians
“direct participation” in cyber warfare.
I.CYBER ATTACKS AS MEANS OF WAR
Cyber warfare passes the threshold
of other cyber activities such as hacking,
spamming and phishing. Computer Network Attacks (CNA) can be generated by
State and non-state actors alike equally
by groups of highly expert individuals or
multinational companies. Cyber-attacks
resemble threats in the fifth dimension of
warfare and refer to a sustained campaign
carried out against the IT infrastructure
of the target State, leading to mass web
destruction, spam and malware infection
constituting a kind of new hybrid threat.
II.THE CONCEPT OF ATTACK IN CYBER
OPERATIONS
In order to examine what might be
lawful targets in the context of cyber operations, we must first get an idea of what
types of targets the parties to a cyber conflict might seek to attack. Commonly cited
examples of cyber activity that would constitute a use of force include: (1) operations
that trigger a nuclear plant meltdown, (2)
operations that open a dam above a populated area causing destruction, (3) operations that disable air traffic control resulting in airplane crashes, (4) shutting down
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an Air Defence station, (5) penetration of
the enemy’s centralized defence network
etc.
The question of the legal status of cyber warriors under the jus in bello is likely
to arise in two circumstances.
First, the international armed conflicts and non-international armed conflicts
of the present and the future are likely to include cyber operations as one element of an
integrated war strategy. Second, an isolated
cyber operation may have sufficient kinetic effects to rise to the level of an “armed
attack,” justifying the use of force in lawful
self-defense.
A number of legal concerns must be
recognized. First is the question of whether
certain computer network systems can be
considered military objectives, and consequently lawful targets. Further challenges in
this context concern the ability to take adequate precautions, avoid disproportionate
effects, and not stray beyond lawful means

and methods.
At the same time the categorization
of cyber warriors as combatants, civilians
or potentially unlawful combatants carries
consequences. The most important of these
are with respect to targeting.
III.Direct participation in hostilities
“Direct participation in hostilities”
possesses a normative significance that was
recognized over a half-century ago. The
rule is established that a civilian who aids,
abets or participates in the fighting is liable
to punishment as a war criminal under the
law of wars. Fighting is legitimate only for
the combatant personnel of a country.
These standards were incorporated
into the 1977 Protocol Additional I to the
Geneva Conventions. In parallel, Article
43.2 defines combatant status through reference to direct participation when it provides that „[m]embers of the armed forces
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of a Party to the conflict (other than medical personnel and chaplains…) are combatants, that is to say, they have the right to
participate directly in hostilities.“ In doing
so, the article sets forth what is known as
the „combatant privilege“ so long as a combatant has otherwise complied with humanitarian law, he or she may not be punished for directing acts of violence against
the enemy.
Article 51.3 evidences a second context in which direct participation is relevant: ”Civilians shall enjoy the protection
afforded by this section , unless and for
such time as they take a direct part in hostilities”. Thus, civilians lose their immunity
from attack while they are taking a direct
part in hostilities.
Although the aforementioned provisions apply only in international armed
conflict, the notion of direct participation
also appears in the humanitarian law pertaining to non-international armed conflict. Common Article 3 to the four Geneva
Conventions of 1949 applies to “persons
taking no active part in hostilities”. The very
limited nature of the protections set forth in
the article were augmented in 1977 by Protocol Additional II to the Geneva Conventions, which provides far more extensive
protection to civilians “unless and for such
time as they take a direct part in hostilities”.
IV.The notion of civilian participation in Cyber-attacks.
Before applying the concept of direct
participation in cyber war, some practical
conditions of cyberspace should be noted at
the outset. For instance, the neutralization
of a cyber threat by attacking the source
system is likely to be not only possible, but
also equally promising, and, what is more,
much less controversial than attacking the
actual person behind it.
CNA raises several questions bearing on direct participation. To begin with,
would a computer network attack that occurred outside the context of traditional
hostilities constitute a state of armed conflict? If not, the direct participation standard would be, inapplicable.
Whether CNA creates a state of armed

conflict depends on the results of the attack.
Non-kinetic attacks can have physical
consequences, in many cases more severe
than those resulting from attacks using traditional weaponry. For instance, consider
computer network attacks that target railway control systems by altering switching
instructions manipulate water treatment
for a large urban area or change data such
as blood type or allergies in a computerized
medical records system. Indeed, no one
would deny that a non-kinetic biological or
chemical attack against another State would
produce an international armed conflict.
Thus, humanitarian law norms apply whenever cyber attacks attributable to
a State are more than merely sporadic and
isolated incidents and are either intended
to cause injury, death, damage, or destruction (and analogous effects), or such consequences are foreseeable.
This analysis must not be confused
with situations in which computer network
attacks are conducted to “prepare the battlefield” for an imminent attack using traditional military forces. A typical example
would be a computer network attack against
an air defence grid. To the extent that such
operations are related to the imminent
launch of a kinetic attack, they mark the
commencement of an armed conflict. There
is no need for the computer network attack
to cause either human injury or physical
damage because the attack is already an integral component of one that will do so.
Being aware of the fact that CNA may
implicate humanitarian law norms, how
does the notion of direct participation play
out in a conflict employing computer network attack? First, since computer network
attack potentially can cause injury, death,
damage, or destruction to enemy forces,
those conducting operations producing
such effects are unquestionably directly
participating in hostilities. Direct participation also reasonably encompasses computer network attacks directed against the enemy’s immediate war fighting capabilities.
For instance, involvement in a computer network attack directed against enemy command and control facilities, surface-to-air missile systems, and combat

communication networks would constitute
direct participation in hostilities. Indeed, to
the extent a valid military objective can be
neutralized the individual directing the attack upon it has directly participated.
The second major question regarding
CNA and direct participation is who may
be targeted. Obviously, combatants and
military objectives are legitimate targets.
But beyond that, can computer network
attacks only be launched against those civilians directly participating in hostilities?
In fact, there is no prohibition on launching
computer network attacks against those not
directly participating in hostilities unless
such attacks injure or kill them or damage
or destroy their property (or are intended
to do so). This conclusion derives from the
meaning of the term „attack“ in humanitarian law.
Taking into account the provisions of
Article 48 AP I which provides that “Parties
to the conflict shall direct their operations
only against military objectives” subsequent
articles express this general proscription in
terms of “attack”.
As is apparent, the prohibition is not
on targeting civilians and civilian objects
per se, but rather on attacking them, specifically through the use of force. Article 51
supports this interpretation in setting forth
the principle that the „civilian population
and individual civilians shall enjoy general protection against dangers arising from
military operations” and prohibiting “acts
or threats of violence the primary purpose
of which is to spread terror among the civilian population”.
V.Concluding Remarks
The issue of direct participation is
becoming increasingly relevant in 21st
century warfare the continuous growth in
the technological complexity of warfare,
and new paradigms of war-fighting shift
the context in which the notion is applied.
I believe that a changing warfare requires
changes in our mindsets as legal advisors
to NATO entities. Our responsibility is to
respond to those changes by adapting the
existing IHL rules in new hybrid threats.
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Addressing Southern Flank Threats: Increasing
Land Domain Efforts in MIL COOP activities
By Heidi Meyer (GBR)
The May 2015 NATO Southern
CHODS stated that NATO must address
the Eastern and Southern Flank equally and
simultaneously. Consistent with this view
RAP is in the process of being adapted to
address the Southern flank. This important
adaptation aside, a question still remains:
What else can be done by the Land domain
to support activities to further NATO efforts to address Southern Flank threats. In
short where can the NATO land domain
realistically support Southern Flank threat

in the future but the far greater likelihood
is that increased military cooperation activities especially in the area of defense capacity building under the Cooperative Security
pillar will be the focus of a southern strategy. So with this in mind how can the NATO
Land domain be more engaged in Cooperative Security and specifically MIL COOP
activities?
Currently the NATO efforts in the
large area of defense capacity building writ
are quite modest in scope. There is certainly

mitigation? And is the answer is in increasing and mainstreaming Cooperative
Security and MIL COOP activities.
A central tenant of the approach for a
Southern Strategy is the wisdom of NATO
helping Partners to be more resilient to handle their own regional security challenges.
Based on this premise the likelihood is that
the NATO Southern strategy in large will be
based on increased NATO capacity building with our Southern Flank Partners - especially Mediterranean Dialogue nations.
We might get involved in Crisis Response

the will and recognition that it is beneficial
to NATO to do more in security and defense
capacity building especially in response
to the Southern Flank but choosing the
right activities to pledge limited resources
that will yield best results with partners is
a challenge. After a series of meetings that
included the Cooperation and Regional Security Division at the NATO International
Military staff level and the SHAPE Military
Partnership Directorate it was apparent to
some LANDCOM staff that NATO has a
good structure and concept for MIL COOP
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activities that is already in place. Clearly in
the Land domain if we want to better support MIL COOP activities then we should
commit greater resources, creativity and
dynamisms to what we have already have
in place rather than create something new.
The areas we work in MIL COOP
where we might strengthen are the Operational Capability Concept (OCC), Military Training teams (MTTs), Strengthening
Med Dialogue, Defense Capacity Building
Packages (DCBs) and the Partnership Interoperability Initiative (PII).
We already have a good political road
marker to guide us: In the Post- Wales
environment with Southern Flank threats
in mind, the MC delivered a tasking on
Strengthening Military Cooperation with
Mediterranean Dialogue countries. This
was direction to ramp up Military Training
Team (MTT) activities and give OCC the
attention it needs as well as generally expanding dialogue with Med Dialogue countries on such subjects as OCC. This means
that the OCC program is very important to
NATO and there is a lot of demand for it
by our Partners and many creative ways we
can expand the program to build capability.
Operational
Capacity
Concept
(OCC): OCC is a four year program that
was started for Partnership for Peace nations and then expanded to all partner
nations including Med Dialogue nations.
OCC starts when a Partner nation declares
its intent to enter the OCC program. One
of the reasons might be that a Partner nation wants to participate in the NRF. (In
general, the requirement to qualify to participate in NRF is for the Partner nation to
go through the entire Four Evaluation level, four year OCC process.) But the NRF
specificity aside, in general OCC can in fact
be regarded as a defense capacity building
program that has the potential to form the
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basic building blocks of the deference capacity building effort of a southern flank
strategy. But OCC is not getting the attention it needs currently and there is room
for the land domain to be more active in
OCC. There are all sorts of opportunities to
engage in land evaluation events in OCC.
The SHAPE MPD has 50 evaluation events
scheduled for OCC in 2015 alone as well
as many other MTT events. LANDCOM
(LC) leads many of these already but could
expand with other land domain units especially in countries like Jordan. SHAPE
MPD has sent delegations to Morocco and
Mauritania to promote OCC and the land
domain could play a bigger role in promoting OCC and MTTs in the South building
on the initiatives that the MPD has put in
place by conducting further land domain
KLE visits.
In addition to the traditional Four
Evaluation level OCC process there is also
a “Fast track” OCC process. As Partner
Nations become more ambitious in their
willingness to participate with NRF or wish
to quickly recertify, then the “fast track”
approach will be in even greater demand.
Land domain could become much more
involved in “fast track” OCC. Here is how:
By assisting nations in the process as they
“fast track”; credentialing Partner nations
during a bilateral exercise; and validating a
Partner nation at their request in their HQs.
Strengthening Med Dialogue: As
already stated, the MC directed ACO to
strengthen Med Dialogue anticipating the
importance of our Southern flank partners
in mitigating regional threats. Partnership
building is a complex task with many players that needs investment of time and energy. But communicating especially at senior office level is important to understand
the areas of success, synergy and challenge
with our NATO Partners. Here are some
elements of strengthening dialogue with
Med Dialogue nations that the land domain could undertake: To do more MTTs
that build rather than as discrete training
events; do a better job at promoting individual exercises; Promote the OCC program especially with Mauritania and Morocco; and conduct selected and focused
KLE with Med Dialogue nations to talk

about the points above.
Defense Capacity Building (DCB):
The DCB program Post-Wales is designed
to help prioritize support to NATO priority
Partner nations. DCB packages are composed of bi-lateral activities and NATO
activities. SHAPE MPD is the hub for all
NATO activities and package development
once a DCB framework is approved.
In NATO we are probably not fully
leveraging the full potential of the land domain in the DCB Packages. The DCB Packages for Jordan, Moldova, and Georgia have
many opportunities to develop practices on
land interoperability. In the future we will
have a fully implemented DCB package for
Iraq and maybe Libya with additional such
opportunities.
The Iraq DCB Package is approved
and it will fall to SHAPE MPD to develop
areas where NATO will be actively involved.
In the case of Iraq it will largely be in Military Training. SHAPE MPD is organizing
staff visits to Iraq to work out a program of
military training for Iraq. Ideally, the land
domain should be proactive as stakeholders in participating or contributing to these
staff visits. This is certainty an area where
the land domain could contribute to ensure
land domain aspects of military training
especially are well represented during the
Iraq MPD staff visits. This interest by land
domain begins by reviewing the DCB Packages that MPD sends out to the NCS.
(On Ukraine, one area of capacity
building and reform is in “Land, doctrine,
Concept and training” with a broad scope
to develop land doctrine concept and training programs for the Ukrainian land forces
based on NATO doctrine. Although this is
not strictly the Southern flank it is an example of where Land domain if they embraced
this tasking could energetically be involved
in the reform of a land army.)
Partnership Interoperability Initiative
(PII): This program was launched at Wales
and welcomes additional “good ideas” to
improve interoperability between NATO
and Partners. DGMS Harper called all ACO
HQs to participate with NATO international staff in a Cooperative Security Workshop
to brainstorm on how NATO can develop
the program further. It is an indication of

the need for the land domain to continue to
be more proactive and dynamic in an area
of great importance to land - our interoperability with our Partners.
Conclusion: If the Land domain
wants to do more to mitigate the southern
flank threats we should do more in MIL
COOP activities by robustly developing
the activities we are already involved, such
as OCC. There are many opportunities for
land to be far more involved in traditional
OCC activities especially in Jordan. Land
could play a bigger role in promoting OCC
in the Med Dialogue countries especially
Mauritania and Morocco. Land could become much more active in “fast track” OCC
through evaluating and certifying Partners
during exercises – as well as participating
more fully in the full 4 year OCC evaluation
cycle. Land could be active in Strengthening Med Dialogue by conducting selected
and focused KLE with Med Dialogue nations to discuss doing more and building
capability through MTTs, promoting individual exercises and promoting the OCC
program (especially with Mauritania and
Morocco). Land could be proactive in the
Defense Capacity Building (DCB) Packages by engaging early on in assessment
of the DCB packages and staying engaged
through the process with SHAPE MPD.
And finally land should stay involved and
fully engaged with the Partnership Interoperability Initiative – arguably our bread
and butter. Once the NATO strategy for the
Southern Threat is delivered the likelihood
is that all of the land domain will have to
become more dynamic and mainstreaming
of our involvement with MIL COOP activities with southern flank Partners than we
have ever been before. Now is a good opportunity to get ahead of the bow wave and
judiciously select areas to work in in MIL
COOP that are sustainable and realistic for
each of us – areas that we can plan on for
our 2016 operational focus and plans. Let
us all commit to do it for land interoperability and to mitigate the Southern Flank
threat.
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NRDC-ITA Joint Logistic
Operations Center
By Michele Campanale (ITA)

Collective Logistics

L

ogistics has always been an
essential factor for all military
operations. It has a direct impact
on a campaign for its success or failure.
The experience of the last two decades’
military operations forced logisticians to
shift from the classic linear logistics to a
much more demanding “comprehensive”
scenario which is usually characterized by
expeditionary deployments in a supportive
or not supportive environment, stretched
lines of communication often crossing
national boundaries as well as limited Host
Nation Support (HNS).
Since only few armies can really afford
to deploy abroad and sustain their own
forces independently, it is vital that within
NATO, allies share the provision and use of
capabilities and resources.
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Collective logistics will therefore be
an enabling factor for NATO Commanders
in every theatre of operations.
Logistic
Support
for
NATO
operations have to be based on the principle
of Collective Responsibility, where NATO
and nations collaborate to provide timely,
effective and efficient support for the
deployed force.
Logistic Support have to be scalable
and mission tailored to provide the
requirements of a particular operation.
More specifically, the benefits of
collective logistics are:
t SFEVDUJPO PG UIF PWFSBMM DPTUT BOE
logistic footprint;
tBCJMJUZPGOBUJPOTUPDPOUSJCVUFUIFJS
fair share of support;
tJNQSPWFNFOUPGUIFGPSDFĘFYJCJMJUZ
tDPOTFSWBUJPOPGMJNJUFESFTPVSDFT
t FOIBODFE VTF PG TQFDJĕD OBUJPOBM
expertise.

JLSG HQ
Moreover, to meet the NATO level of
ambition of NRDC-ITA taking the role of
a Joint Task Force (JTF), it was necessary
to provide it with a logistic HQ that would
serve as a theatre level logistic coordinator.
The already existing NRDC-ITA Joint
Rear Support Command (JRSC) becomes
the Joint Logistic Support Group (JLSG)
with mission to coordinate, synchronize
and execute Reception, Staging, Onward
movement (RSOM) and Theatre Logistic
Sustainment with National Support
Elements (NSEs) and Host Nations,
including
theatre-level
contracting
coordination.
A long journey…
The transformation from JRSC to
JLSG started in 2013 in Riga with EX
“STEADFAST JAZZ 13”, where for the
first time NRDC-ITA JLSG was validated

NRDC-ITA Joint Logistic Operations Center

as NRF JLSG. In 2014 in Brindisi, with EX
“EAGLE JOCKER 14”, JLSG supported
NRDC-ITA to get the national validation as
JTF, to conclude with the NATO validation,
in 2015 in Stavanger, with EX “TRIDENT
JAGUAR 15”.

responsible for providing and maintaining
the Recognized Logistic Picture (RLP).
Therefore all the logistic data coming from
JLSG sections, JTF units and National
Support Elements (NSEs) to include HN,
are integrated in order to maintain the
theatre logistic situational awareness.

The heart of JLSG: JLOC

JLOC experience in Trident Jaguar 15

“TRIDENT JAGUAR 15” was a
stimulating experience not only because it
was the final step to reach the validation.
The Joint connotation of the exercise was a
marvelous opportunity to verify procedures
and analyze issues from different points of
view. In fact the scenario incidents implied
many different activations in which the
JLOC was fully engaged.
To fulfill the tasks, training and
integration of its staff was the one of the
most challenging prerequisites. Augmentees
from different countries and units with
different back-ground, made up the 75%
of the JLOC Crisis Establishment (CE) and
t "TBOZPUIFS014$&/JUNPOJUPST  together with the Peace Establishment (PE)
at tactical level, its Joint Logistic Support personnel had to perform effectively.
C2 systems were also of a paramount
Area (JLSA) and each unit under JLSG
command. This role gets tougher if JLSG is importance and qualified operators were
deployed in a country other than JTF HQ necessary for an effective outcome.
JLOC personnel definitely met all
(cross-boundary Joint Operational Area). In
such a case JLSG Commander is delegated the prefixed objectives and successfully
as the higher NATO representative in the
country and therefore represents the JTF
Personnel from NRDC ITA deploy during an
Exercise
Commander.
From a logistic perspective, in order
to achieve efficient and effective Joint
C2 capabilities, an Operations Center
(OPSCEN) is necessary to collect, process
and monitor all the incoming data from C2
system (C2I, SIACCON2, JOC WATCH)
merging it with logistic control system data
(e.g. LOGFAS).
Joint Logistic Operations Center
(JLOC) is the heart of JLSG Command Post
(CP).
It is the only cell required to provide
24/7 coverage, during operations.
JLOC has four main roles:

supported the JLSG HQ in its way towards
the validation.
WAY HEAD
Looking to the future, the NRDC-ITA
JLSG journey has just started.
While NRDC-ITA is in stand-by
period as JTF, the process of the revision
of JLSG Standard Operative Procedures
/ Instructions (SOPs / SOIs) is on-going.
Moreover, a NRDC-ITA JLSG handbook
is being drafted. It will also contain all
accumulated
knowledge for a better
approach of the JLOC mechanism and it
aims to be a guideline for all the staff.

t "T + PG UIF )2  SFUBJOT UIF
FRAGO management, issuing the Daily
FRAGO and most of the orders to be
implemented by JLSG subordinate units,
within the next 72 hours.
t "T + JT UIF OBUVSBM DPMMFDUPS PG
all information coming from subunits.
After a detailed analysis it provides
JLSG Commander with the current intel
update and JTF with other products like
Intelligence Summaries (INTSUM) and
Intelligence Reports (INTREP).
t -BTU CVU OPU MFBTU +-0$ JT
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1 German Netherland Corps
http://www.1gnc.org/

From Rapid Reaction Force to
Spearhead – with our inherent
Comprehensive Approach
By Jos Hoenen
1 (GE/NL) Corps’ civil advisor

I

n the beginning of 2015, 1 (German-Netherlands) Corps (1 (GE/
NL) Corps) took over the role as
Land Component Command (LCC) of the
NATO Response Force (NRF). Lieutenant General John Nicholson, Commander LANDCOM, represented NATO and
handed over the NRF duties from Rapid
Reaction Corps France to 1 (GE/NL) Corps
on behalf of SACEUR. A challenging task
in a challenging time!
Ready to lead military operations– together
strong
The NRF participation requires a
high standard applied for all nominated
units. In 2015 the current NRF was tasked
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additionally to stand-up an Interim Very
High Readiness Joint Task Force (I-VJTF)
and to test specific functions of NATO’s
new Very High Readiness Joint Task Force
(VJTF). In the framework of the NATO Exercise NOBLE JUMP 2015 Phase I (Alert
Exercise) in April, the so-called Spearhead
showed its functionality and performed at
the best of their abilities during Part II (Deploy Exercise) in June as well. At the end
of the Integration Phase of the exercise, the
Corps together with soldiers from Belgian,
the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary,
Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway and
the USA as well as units of the Host Nation
Poland demonstrated NATO´s determination to provide assistance according to

Article 5 of the Washington Treaty in front
of high-ranking visitors and international
media with a Live Fire Exercise in ZAGAN
(Poland).
Despite the success of this milestone
in the implementation of the Readiness
Action Plan, we all know that we still can
improve. Are all our concepts consistent?
Where do we have to make adjustments or
even change direction? Given the current
developments in security policy, we have to
review the presently valid concepts and develop them further purposefully.
Where we stand – where we go
When 1 (GE/NL) Corps was nominated for NRF 2015 as LCC some five years
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ago, the world was a different one. While
the Corps prepared for this special NATO
task, it witnessed the quickly changing security environment. Eastern Europe with
its particular developments in the Ukraine,
Mali, Nigeria, Africa in general, Syria, the
so-called Islamic State, or generally speaking the Greater Middle East are key words
for this development. The alliance agreed
upon a long-term Readiness Action Plan
(RAP) to ensure the Alliance is ready to
respond swiftly and firmly to new security
challenges. The NATO RAP is a long-term
project that contains two pillars: Assurance
Measures and Adaptation Measures. The
latter focuses on enhancing the NRF and
implementing a new Spearhead Force, the
VJTF. A highly mobile, quickly deployable
and combat effective NRF consisting of
30.000 soldiers is to take shape. The VJTF
in future will consist of a multinational brigade with up to five battalions. Supported
by land, air and maritime forces as well as
special forces, this new force is deployable
within only a few days. First elements of
this so-called Spearhead will be able to deploy after two to three days and thus send
a determined signal of Alliance solidarity
to the aggressor prior to the escalation of
a crisis. To emphasize a quick and credible
effectiveness of this concept, the so-called
NATO Force Integration Units (NFIU)
were set up. NFIUs are small units that facilitate the rapid deployment of the VJTF on
site and which will act as a liaison between
national and NATO forces. They have been
set up in Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Rumania. In co-operation
with the respective host nation, they identify logistic networks, organize transports
and make supporting infrastructure available for a fastest possible use by the VJTF.
The experiences made during the NRF
phase 2015 and the results of the testbed
for VJTF will be the basis for the further
development of concepts. In ZAGAN (Poland) in June, Exercise NOBLE JUMP 2015
was designed to test specific functions of
the VJTF but also to provide a platform for
strategic messaging of NATO regarding the
willingness, capability and readiness for

1 German Netherland Corp is the NATO
Response Fordce for year 2015

collective defence. During the remaining
NRF standby phase in 2015, 1 (GE/NL)
Corps will use every single opportunity not
only to maintain the standards achieved so
far, but also to improve them consequently.
It is the aim to be always ready for possible
deployments: Rapidly – COMPREHENSIVELY – Decisively!
TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2015, NATO’s most ambitious exercise for over a
decade, will be executed in October in
SPAIN and PORTUGAL under the lead of
the Commander Allied Joint Force Command BRUNSSUM. Based on the lessons
identified and lessons learned during the
VJTF testbed phase in the first semester
2015, essential elements of the future NRF
2016 will participate and further contribute to the final concept of the VJTF in order to be operationally capable by the 2016
NATO summit in Warsaw.
The Comprehensive Approach – COMMON
EFFORT is in our genes
“Our operational experience has
taught us that military means in themselves
are not sufficient – as essential as they are
– to counter the many complex security
policy challenges”, as it is expressed in the
declaration of the NATO summit in Lis-

bon in 2010. Due to the current security
threats, this concept becomes even more
important.
Since 2011, 1 (GE/NL) Corps has
been conducting the project COMMON
EFFORT in co-ordination with governmental and civilian partners. The idea is
to establish a kind of co-operation and
network prior to meeting abroad during
a crisis. In 2011, the Foreign Ministries of
Germany and the Netherlands, together
with 1 (GE/NL) Corps and about 150 representatives from more than 30 national
and international organizations started on
their way towards an improved co-operation in future missions. Since then we have
trained together during several exercises.
In 2014 COMMON EFFORT took
place in The Hague, The Netherlands.
This year, we executed this event at the
Julius-Leber-Barracks in Berlin with the
intent to kick-off COMMON EFFORT 2.0
with the establishment of a formal community. Harmonized mission preparation
planning, exchange of information, support
of the security sector reform and co-operation in the areas disaster relief and equality
of men and women were the priorities of
this year’s exercise. The complex and challenging situation in South Sudan in 2014
served as the scenario. In the end 26 organizations agreed to formally sign the letter of intent for a future cooperation in the
COMMON EFFORT community. This will
also the basis for the next milestone event
in June 2016, again in The Hague, to foster
the already good relations to the members
of the community and to be open to even
extent the network.
1 (GE/NL) Corps stands for deployability, enhanced training and concept development. With our inherent “Comprehensive Approach“, we are available to our
Framework Nations and to NATO in different roles. By 2015 we have gained 20 years
of experience operating in a truly multinational and comprehensive environment.
It is obvious that we share our knowledge
with our partners, living and breathing our
motto: „Communitate Valemus! – Together Strong!“
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Steadfast Cobalt And Cwix Annual
Interoperability Exercises
By Major Al Campbell (GBR)
Mr. Tugrul Sengezer (TUR)

T

he North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) is the
world’s most capable multinational alliance. NATO’s military power
provides for the collective defence of member nations, whilst maintaining security
through assurance and deterrence. The alliance faces an emerging state threat along
the eastern flank, and is closely monitoring
instability along the southern flank. To address these
challenges, NATO continutes to transform as part of
the Readiness Action Plan,
and postures the alliance for
political and military preparedness to give our leaders
options to meet levels of ambition.
NATO’s
landpower
forms the core of NATO’s
military force structure; and
as such, must be ready, and
capable to rapidly respond to
threats of aggression against
the alliance, humanitarian
crisises, and other operations within the alliance’s
interests. The ability to interoperate in both static and deployed environments is critical in NATO’s ability to
conduct effective land operations. Furthermore, military forces must retain the ability
to mission command forces throughout all
phases of NATO operations in a contested
environement. This requires functioning,
and resilient, command and control systems at the strategic, operational and tac46 LAND POWER

tival levels that meet the necessary information exchange requriements (IERs) of
NATO’s land forces.
Allied Land Command, LANDCOM,
is responsible for providing mission command of NATO land forces in support
of Joint Force Commands to accomplish
the allied level of ambition. In peacetime,
LANDCOM provides land exepertise in
support of the NATO force strucuture readiness, interoperability, and standardization.
Effective Communications & Information

All forces within the NATO Command Structure (NCS) and NATO Force
Structure (NFS) need to be able to protect,
share and disseminate information to enable coherence, situational awareness and the
ability to execute any given mission. This is
particularly pertinent in the era of the revitalised NATO Response Force (NRF) (Very
High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF))
concept, whereby forces are expected to
force project swiftly.
The maintenance of Command and
Control (C2) throughout all
phases of an operation requires CIS that are flexible, robust and above all else interoperable. It is acknowledged that
‘true interoperability’ is a challenge involving time, funding
and commitment. However,
annual interoperability exercises such as STEADFAST
COBALT (SFCT) and COALITION WARRIOR INTEROPERABILITY EXPLORATION,
EXPERIMENTATION, EXAMINATION,
EXERCISE
(CWIX), greatly assist in proving and testing CIS interoperability, whilst highlighting the
gaps that exist.

During 2015, LANDCOM G6 became actively involved in SFCT
and CWIX, utilising these exercises as a
venue to promote land CIS interoperability.
t -BOE'PSDFT0QFSBUJPOBM$BQBCJM- Regarding SFCT15: LANDCOM assumed
the role of Officer Directing the Exercise
ity.
(ODE) 2, whilst providing, support to the
t -"/%$0. )2 0QFSBUJPOBM
Assessment and Evaluation areas, two AsReadiness.
sistant Test Directors and the Frequency
t -BOE"EWPDBDZ
Systems (CIS) Interoperability is integral to
all three of LANDCOM’s Lines of Operation:
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Manager for the exercise. During CWIX,
LANDCOM provided an Assessor.
STEADFAST COBALT
SFCT is an annual Allied Command
Operations (ACO) NATO Deployable
Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) Interoperability
Exercise with more than 1,500 participants,
representing 24 nations, with over 43 headquarters, agencies and supporting units
participating. The SFCT exercise is the
only remaining NATO exercise that tests
and demonstrates interoperability of fielded C2 systems; and serves as a key element
in the training, evaluation, and certification
of the NRF. During SFCT 15, over 5,700 interoperability test cases were executed over
a twelve-day testing period during May and
June, using capabilities dedicated to NATO,
national, and multinational headquarters
distributed to nearly twenty different geographic locations over Europe and Canada.
The 2015 exercise was held in Walcz,
Poland; in 2016 the exercise will be held in
Bucharest, Romania. It is mandated that all
NRF units must participate, however SFCT
is also open to other NCS/NFS units who
wish to participate as a Secondary Training Audience (STA). In addition to NRF
16 CIS interoperability testing, SFCT 15
also served as an interim communications
exercise (COMMEX) for TRIDENT JUNCTURE (TRJE) 15 Live Exercise (LIVEX).
This required the extension of testing to include the four Brigades (Bde) from Canada
(CAN), Spain, (ESP), Great Britain (GBR)
and Italy (ITA) and two of the subordinate
Battalions from Estonia and Portugal all
who will form part of TRJE 15 training audience.
SFCT 15 proved that the 2016 Land
Component Command (LCC) (NATO
Rapidly Deployable Corps (NRDC) ESP)
has met its Minimum Military Requirement (MMR) responsibility by providing
CIS services and connectivity to its immediate subordinate formations. However,
LANDCOM believes that ‘true’ interoper-

ability should be tested between nationally
owned systems in order to identify interoperability successes and shortfalls. It is proposed that for future SFCT exercises such
tests should become the primary test priority, with MMR tests secondary.
Throughout the planning phase, test
cases are composed using bespoke software
in order to test that the NRF 16 Information
Exchange Requirements (IERs) can be met.
During the exercise phase the test cases are
executed and the results entered into a database, whereupon, they can be analysed
in order to determine if interoperability
is successful or an issue exists. Key test
achievements made in SFCT 15 included
the successful replication of functional services Tool for Operational Planning Forces,
Activation and Simulation (TOPFAS), and
Logistics Functional Area System (LOGFAS). Furthermore, there were no interoperability issues with NATO’s Intelligence
Toolbox (NITB), which is expected to be
validated during TRJE 15.
There is areas for continued focus
that were highlighted during SFCT 15, to
include more emphasis for secure tactical
high frequency (HF) and Very High Frequency (VHF) radio CIS interoperability.
Whilst the frequency spectrum is similar,
many national radios do not possess standardized cryptographic algorithms or waveforms from the technical perspective, and
the ability to interoperate can be hindered
by national security policies. During SFCT
15 a tactical voice bridge was tested in order
to enable two national radios to securely
communicate. The test was deemed a partial success, as the radios could communicate, however, the voice delay was deemed
unacceptable. It is the intent for LANDCOM G6 to work with NATO Agencies in
order to determine a viable way forward.
The voice bridge, with modifications, may
be a viable solution in the future.
CWIX
CWIX is a NATO approved Allied
Command Transformation (ACT) led exercise providing an opportunity for NATO

nations, partner nations, contact nations
and NATO agencies to prove, disprove, and
improve NATO CIS interoperability with
national systems, with particular emphasis
on the Federated Mission Network (FMN)
project; and on those formations that will
be deployed on NATO-led operations, or
employed within a NATO Response Force.
Participation in CWIX is voluntary, however, LANDCOM encourages Graduated Response Forces (Land) (GRF(L)) to attend,
in particularly, two years before their NRF
standby period. This will hopefully provide
sufficient time to enable any interoperability issues to be identified and rectified prior
to NRF assessment and certification. Within this context, NATO Rapidly Deployable
Corps (NRDC) Italy (ITA) would be encouraged to attend CWIX in 2016, SFCT
in 2017 prior to assuming the role of NRF
standby in 2018.
CWIX is held at the Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC) Bydgoszcz, Poland. The
execution phase of the exercise is at the
beginning of June for approximately 15-17
days. 18 nations and NATO participated in
CWIX 2015 with 169 systems. In total, over
3,000 tests were conducted with approximately 1080 Land Domain tests executed.
Partnerships for Peace (PfP) participants
were also in attendance such as: Austria,
Finland and Switzerland, thus providing a
unique testing opportunity.
Unlike SFCT, CWIX is conducted
on a permanent static network simulating NATO SECRET, therefore no network
testing is required or conducted, enabling
participants to focus on Command and
Control and Functional Systems interoperability testing. Developmental and experimental systems can also be trialled.
During CWIX 2015 more than half of
the Land domain tests related to the Recognised Ground Picture (RGP) and Friendly
Force Tracker (FFT). Interoperability within these two areas is challenging and complex, requiring compatible standardised
formatting and exchange mechanisms to be
configured. However, despite encountering
see page 48
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Final Thoughts

Continued from page 13

and focused directly on solutions, which
was sometimes viewed as rushing to a
conclusion by the civilian participants. On
the other hand, civilians were naturally
very keen for their particular mandate to be
explained during discussions, and insisting
their views be reflected in some way in
written statements, which was seen to
unnecessarily prolong the process by some
military members.
It should be noted that a redundant
chat for someone is actually an opportunity
for another to express themselves.
Likewise, a simple word which sounds
trivial to one party, might have crucial
importance for another. However, it should
also be noted that crises are generally time
sensitive and never-ending discussions
have the potential to escalate the crisis.
Actually, one of the purposes of the
exercise was to demonstrate that clashes
are inevitable in such multi-disciplinary,
multi-organizational environments and
that they must be managed carefully in
order to achieve effective solutions. In
that sense, the table-top exercise was
Exercise Support Group from TRJE15
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an excellent tool to practice the guiding
CA principles of proactive engagement,
shared understanding, collaborative work,
outcome-based thinking and respecting
independence and limitations.
The Comprehensive Cooperation
Practitioner Seminar was a unique
training opportunity to understand crisis
management at the operational level
as it offered invaluable experience to
work in a civilian-military environment,
replicating the challenges of the real world.
LANDCOM will continue to host the
seminar in the future and we are looking
forward to seeing our colleagues from the
NATO Command and Force Structures as
well as personnel from partner countries
back among us next year.

Continued from page 47

some technical challenges most of the RGP
tests were successful. Regarding FFT, the
situation is even more interesting as there
are no official NATO standards as yet and
in the interim period Nations are using ad-

visory documents as a ‘handrail’.
The FMN concept provides overarching guidance enabling effective information sharing among NATO nations and
other coalition entities participating in operations. During CWIX 15 many nations
examined and experimented with new
NATO FMN configurations/profiles with a
percentage of the training audience participating in the exercise from their national or
agency locations utilising the new Coalition
Federated Battle Laboratory (CFBL), Coalition Verification, Validation Environment
(CV2E) this increased the number involved
in this beneficial interoperability event.
There is no single panacea for CIS
interoperability, it will require the ongoing effort of all 28 nations of the Alliance
to harmonise technology, policies and procurement procedures. The ‘higher providing to the lower’ MMR concept will work in
principle, however, it will be stretched and
tested to the full if the VJTF deployment
escalates, seeing the Initial Follow on Forces Group (IFFG) and the Follow on Forces
Group deploy into theatre – the interoperability ‘sudoku’ puzzle has just become a
whole lot more complex. As LANDCOM,
we should strive to achieve true ‘plug and
play’ CIS, fully embracing events such as
SFCT and CWIX that greatly assist the Alliance in achieving its desired interoperability goal.

Exercises Images
CREVAL: NATO’s Combat Readiness
Evaluation (CREVAL) program, where
the same basic areas and evaluation methodology are used for all types of NATO
Swift Response 15 Land
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Bulgaria and Romania,
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STEADFAST JAVELIN II: Involved
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future security challenges.

Exercise Arrcade Fusion 15 is a
multinational event aimed at ensuring
that ARRC is ready to respond to apotential crisis.
TRLE 14: A Multi-Corps NATO exercise which was the
first exercise of this scope and scale since the end of the
Cold War, during which LANDCOM declared Full Operational Capability (FOC) command, capable of conducting
major joint operations on behalf of the Alliance
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LANDCOM - VISITS AND ACTIVITIES
LANDCOM Commander visits ARRC
NATO’s Allied Land Command (LANDCOM)
commander, Lieutenant General John W. Nicholson, speaks
to U.S. personnel working at Headquarters Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps during his visit Monday, Feb. 23, 2015. The visit
strengthened ties between the UK-based ARRC and the Land
Command stationed in Izmir, Turkey.

SACEUR

attends

LANDCOM
Germany

Conference

in

Supreme Allied Commander Europe, General Philip
Breedlove attended the Allied Land Command (LANDCOM)
Corps Commanders’ Conference hosted at Ramstein Air
Base, Germany on Tuesday, 10 March 2015. Breedlove joined
LANDCOM Commander Lieutenant General John Nicholson
and the commanders of nine Army Corps Headquarters from all
over Europe to discuss how the Alliance will move forward on
contingency planning in support of NATO’s readiness reaction
forces.

Supreme
Allied
Commander
Transformation visits to LANDCOM
Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (SACT),
General Jean-Paul Paloméros visited Allied Land Command on
01 April 2015.The aim of the visit to identify ways to improve the
interaction between Allied Command Transformation (ACT)
and LANDCOM on the common topics. General Paloméros was
briefed about LANDCOM mission, activities and opportunities
for further cooperation.

Former
Aegean Army
Commander
Visits
Allied Land
Command
On 10th April 2015, General Galip MENDI, the former
Aegean Army Commander visited Allied Land Command
(LANDCOM).Lieutenant General John Nicholson, Commander
LANDCOM and Major General Ugur Tarcin welcomed the
visitors. After meet and greet, General Nicholson highlighted
some of the activities of LANDCOM. During the visit General
MENDI noted the importance of LANDCOM to the Alliance.
It was a pleasure for LANDCOM to host such a distinguished
visitor which provided a great opportunity to exchange views
and get the Aegean Army’s support to LANDCOM.

LANDCOM hosts 4th Gender Advisor
Conference
SHAPE conducted the fourth ACO Gender Advisor
Conference from 24, to 25 March 2015 at HQ LANDCOM,
Izmir. ACO Gender Advisor, Ms Charlotte Isaksson, chaired
the conference. Among the objectives, there were improvements
of collaboration, continuation and implementation of Gender
Perspective in Exercises.
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LANDCOM Sports Day Competitions
On April 17 2015, LANDCOM celebrated the second
“Sports Day”. Teams arranged by the staff divisions and support
elements were eligible to compete in any or all designated
contests: Soccer, Volleyball, Legged Race, Egg & Spoon, Tug of
War and 4x400 Relay. The winners in the different categories
received trophies hands of Lieutenant General John W.
Nicholson, LANDCOM Commander.

LANDCOM - VISITS AND ACTIVITIES
Resolute Support Mission Commander
Visits LANDCOM
Lieutenant General John W. Nicholson, Commander
Allied Land Command (LANDCOM) hosted General John
F. Campbell, Commander of the Resolute Support Mission
(RSM) and US Forces-Afghanistan for a visit on 14 MAY 2015.
Although only in Izmir for a half-day visit, GEN Campbell was
able to personally brief the Command Group, the majority of
Deputy Chiefs of Staff, Senior National Representatives (SNR),
and Assistant Chiefs of Staff (ACOS).

The

Former Turkish Land Forces
Commander visits LANDCOM

General Hulusi Akar, the former Turkish Land Forces
Commander and General Galip Mendi, the former Aegean
Army Commander visited LANDCOM in the 17th of April
2015 in Izmir. Gen. AKAR and Gen. MENDI were welcomed
by Lieutenant General John W. Nicholson, LANDCOM
Commander, and Major General Uğur Tarçin, LANDCOM
Chief of Staff and Command Sergeant Major Daniel T. Moyer,
LANDCOM Command Senior Enlisted Leader.

North Atlantic Council visits LANDCOM
in Turkey to discuss NATO’s continued
adaptation

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg and the 28
Permanent Representatives to the North Atlantic Council
discussed the Alliance’s continuous adaptation in the face of
new security challenges on Tuesday (21 April 2015) in Izmir,
Turkey. Held at the Headquarters of Allied Land Command
(LANDCOM), the talks were also attended by Deputy Secretary
General Alexander Vershbow and the Chairman of the Military
Committee, General Knud Bartels.

NATO
Secretary
General
presents
awards to
LANDCOM
personnel

On April 21st 2015, NATO Allied Land Command
(LANDCOM) hosted a meeting of the North Atlantic Council,
the principal political decision-making body within NATO. It
brings together the representatives of all 28 member countries
to discuss policy or operational questions requiring collective
decisions. In sum, it provides a forum for wide-ranging
consultation between members on all issues affecting their
peace and security.

Lt. Gen. Ben
Hodges, US
Army Europe
Commander
visits
LANDCOM
Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges, US Army Europe Commander
visited LANDCOM on 03 June 2015. Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges
was welcomed by Lt. Gen. John W. Nicholson, LANDCOM
Commander, and Lt. Gen. Ed Davis LANDCOM Deputy
Commander, Maj. Gen. Uğur Tarçın, LANDCOM Chief of
Staff. After a short tour, Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges met with Lt. Gen.
Nicholson and LANDCOM staff to discuss Assurance Measures
to include Exercises and increased situational awareness.

Landcom
Bayram Visit
To Nursing
Home

Members of the LANDCOM staff visited the Zubeyde
Hanim Elderly Home (named after the mother of Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk, the “father of Turkey”) on July 15, right before
the Bayram holiday eve. The staff members spent time getting to
know the elderly residents and presented them with traditional
gifts of chocolate and carnations in honor of the holiday. This
visit is part of an ongoing effort to foster relationships with
LANDCOM’s surrounding local community.

LANDCOM COS Change Of Command
On 7th September 2015 Landcom Chief Of Staff Major
General Salih Sevil took over his seat from his predecessor
Major General Uğur Tarçın as he has been promoted. The
appointments were revealed in 5th August 2015 at the
conclusion of the Supreme Military Council’s (YAŞ) annual
meeting, in which the council shaped the military’s new upper
echelon.
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